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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

“We are not a World Trade Organization until China has joined.”

Mike Moore, Director-General of the WTO1

After 15 years of negotiations and diplomatic struggle, China was finally given the formal

approval to join the World Trade Organization as the 143rd member. China has been driving

for years to join the WTO since that is a crucial part of its plan to reform its economy and to

build the economic modernization.

1950 - Leaves GATT, WTO’s predecessor, calling it a capitalist plot.

1986 – China applies to rejoin world trade body.

1989 – China’s suppression of pro-democracy demonstrators stalls negotiations.

1994 – China fails to become founding member of WTO

1995 – China makes new offer of tariff cuts and joint ventures

1997 – China slashes tariffs again.

April 1999 – President Clinton rejects trade deal after Zhu Ronji summit.

May 1999 – China suspends trade talks after bombing of Belgrade embassy.

Sept 1999 – China and US resume talks.

Nov 1999 – China and US sign historic trade deal – Permanent Normal Trading Relations

(PNTR).

September 2001 – Formal approval of China’s WTO membership.

11 December 2001 - China joins the WTO. 2

                                                          
1 http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/business/the_economy/newsid_521000/521857.stm
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The breakthrough of China’s entry to the WTO is the historic trade deal PNTR, which paves

the way for China becoming a member of the World Trade Organization. This vote ends 20

years of annual congressional reviews of China's trade status with the United States. Mike

Moore hailed the vote as "a vital step in bringing China into the family of governments that

make up the World Trade Organization".3 The deal is delayed because of the political

difficulties to reach General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) when China first

applied to join the WTO in 1986, and the Nato’s bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade

in 1999.

In this deal, China has to cut its tariffs and gradually end protectionism of its state-run

industries as a precondition. China also needs to guarantee non-discriminatory access to all

the WTO member’s industrial markets, and open the Chinese market to US business such as

banking, and IT. In return, the US gives China the right of low-tariff access to the US

markets, and other foreign companies would trade and invest in China, with the confidence

that any concessions granted by the Chinese government could not be reversed.

During this long set of negotiations, China had to satisfy its trading partners notably the

United States and the European Union. Unite State set the toughest terms of China’s entry

into the WTO in order to ensure that China was going to do enough to open its economy to

international competition. The central issues were focused on foreign investment. US

demanded China to open up sensitive investment areas like telecommunication and financial

services more quickly and more openly. China and the US argued over agricultural subsidies

in the application process. China demanded the equal right to be able to subsidize its farmers

up to the levels permitted for developing countries which was 10%, but it was finally settled

at 8.5%. US also wanted China to guarantee that American agricultural products could be sold

in China without restriction.4

At the same time, there was also an argument between the US and the EU over the insurance

market share in China. The US insurance companies demanded to operate and expand its

business in China without sharing new ventures with the Chinese partners and other nation

                                                                                                                                                                                    
2 http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/business/the_economy/newsid_520000/520874.stm
3 http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/business/newsid_763000/763339.stm
4 China Concedes in WTO Talks, 10 July 2001
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/business/newsid_1430000/1430770.stm
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partners. But the EU were very against it and argued that all of the WTO members have the

equal right to each other’s resources, goods and services, and America didn’t not own any

privileges to be the most favored nation concerning the Chinese insurance market.

1.2 PROBLEM DISCUSSION

Overseas Chinese Business Networks in Asia, an analysis by Australia’s Department of

Foreign Affairs and Trade, claims that the economy of Pacific Asia is becoming increasingly

China-centered and Chinese dominated. It says that in Malaysia, ethnic Chinese are about

one-third of its population (29%) but control 69% of share capital by market capitalization; In

Thailand, Chinese, making up 10% of the population, are estimated to control 81% of listed

companies by market capitalization. Ethnic Chinese are around 2% of the population of the

Philippines, but control 50%-60% of share capital by market capitalization while in Indonesia

Chinese make up 3.5% of population, but control 73% listed firms by market capitalization.5

In 1992-1994, China was the fastest growing economy in the world with a real GDP growth

rate at 13%. For 14 years, from 1979 to 1992, the average GNP growth of China was 9%.

After two decades’ economic development, now China is emerging as a major participant in

the world economy.6 It’s dramatic approaches across all over the world and draw in more

attentions from the big industrialized nations like US, the EU, Canada and Japan.  In recent

years, foreign direct and indirect investment is booming up in China. China has attracted in

more foreign investment capital more than the rest of Asia combined, just after the Unite State

on the global investment stage. According to the World Bank, China will continue its fast

economic growth for at least another two decades if it can maintain political stability.

These economic progresses made in the last three decades paved the way for China’s entry

into the WTO. At the turn of the century, China finally became a member of the WTO after

15 years waiting. This is a major breakthrough for WTO, and China suddenly becomes the

focus of all the world attention. China’s WTO membership brings 1.3 billion people into the

                                                          
5 Wei Fan 1998
6 Wei Fan 1998
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world trade system. It represents both challenges and opportunities for China and rest of the

world.

China could have a dynamic leading power among the developing countries in the WTO, and

the way China response in the WTO will have direct influence on the policy-making. Many

countries recognize China as a coming world power in the sense that China has one fifth of

the world population and it is rising as a central economic and political power among Pacific

Asian countries.  These have caused considerable concern and sometimes even panic in the

world, even though China is under the communist roof, and it has not adopted capitalist

system in its market economy.

This suggests that China, being a leading non-West with its distinctive values and traditions,

is emerging as a great power with its increasing economic vitality and political influence.

Whether China will become economic superpower or not, its fast economic growth does have

regional and ultimately global significance, given its size, geographical position and

consequential implications for political and strategic influence.7

Obviously, China must act as a responsible citizen of the world trade community. The whole

world is probably keeping an eye on China’s response in supporting the world economic

development as well as making the right political policy choice. In many ways, China is

taking steps toward an economic and political superpower in the 21st century. China’s

accession to the WTO will change the structure of the world trading system and balance the

political power in the WTO.

1.3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

This thesis will be focused on China’s WTO membership, and an effort will be made in this

study to analysis the central questions about in which way China’s WTO entry will influence

on China and the world. The influence will be expressed in three dimensions: economics,

politics and globalization. Related to this thesis, the data information will touch upon not only

                                                          
7 Wei Fan 1998
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the current China studies, such as modernization, the rise of China, relations between China

and the Unite State, but also the role of Chinese history in China’s development.

The following connected questions will be addressed in this thesis:

• In which way will China’s accession to the WTO influence on its domestic

economics and politics?

• In which way will China’s accession to the WTO influence on the world

economic and political development?

• What role will China play in facing the relation between China and the Unite

State?

• How will China’s accession to the WTO contribute to the globalization in

this modern age?

1.4 PURPOSE STATEMENT

This thesis concentrates on China’s accession into the WTO. The purpose of this thesis is to

gain a general knowledge of China’s economic development, analysis advantages and

disadvantages associated with China’s WTO membership as well as to answer the questions

addressed above.

1.5 LIMITATIONS

The major goal of the thesis is to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of China’s

accession to the WTO, economics, politics are the two main perspectives that will lead the

study. Culture is a relatively wider perspective, which will only be touched a little in the part

of modern globalization.
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In addition, the study of China’s entry into the WTO in this thesis is under a framework of a

rising Asia economy. China, being one of the major participants plays a central role in this

world’s dynamic area, even this country is controlled by communist party and they have not

adopted capitalist system in their market economy. This is the background of this thesis,

which gives the circumstances of the study.

Moreover, this thesis will focus on the era of People’s Republic of China, which began in

1949. The period of 1978 – now will be specially stressed as a historic period in China’s

economic development, because the transition from planned economy to market economy

occurred during this time.

1.6 DISPOSITION OF THE THESIS

The study is organized into seven chapters.

Chapter 1, A brief introduction of this study, which primarily consists of background,

problem discussion, problem formulation, purpose statement, limitation, and disposition of

the thesis.

Chapter 2, entitled Methodology, serves as conceptual foundation of this study. The purpose

is to let the readers understand how the research was conducted, and it is conducted in this

way. In this part, a personal background of the writer will be provided.

Chapter 3, entitled Frame of Reference, is the theoretical foundation of this study. It contains

the models and theories that provide the platform of knowledge within the area of economics,

politics and globalization, which will be the reflected in the later analysis.

Chapter 4, entitled About China, is en empirical study of China. In this chapter, China will be

represented in general as a nation. History of People’s Republic of China will provide readers

a general knowledge of China. With this background in mind, the readers will have a better

understanding of the motivation of this thesis.
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Chapter 5, closely related with chapter 4, entitled Empirical Data. A large degree of

information related to China’s entry into the WTO is collected in this part. The information is

organized in four levels: empirical study on the individual level, organizational level, national

level, and international level.

Chapter 6, the spiritual part of the thesis, entitled Analysis, represents the result of the study.

The result comes from the empirical information, and is theoretically directed by the models

and theories founded in chapter 3.

Chapter 7, entitled Conclusions, is the final synopsis of what the thesis are actually pointing

at. A short and general presentation reflects the theme of the whole study.
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2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 SCIENTIFIC GROUND VALUES

The assumptions we have about the world around us are usually referred to as a paradigm,

and this concept contains the comprehension of reality and science.

             Arbnor & Bjerke8

Everybody has his own way to look at things, which is strongly influenced by his culture,

background and the way he was brought up. It is important to be aware of that personal

frames of reference usually have a very narrow angle, which can intercept the way of

thinking, and the way of judging. There are many researchers who have developed the theory

of science in order to explain how the different views of reality are shaped.  In this chapter,

the scientific ground values will be explained. It will provide a better understanding of how

this report has approached.

There are two perspectives of science, positivism and hermeneutic. They have different point

of views about how to handle scientific knowledge, how to run a scientific investigation, and

in which way to draw the conclusion. Both have had great impact on the issue of what is to be

regarded as science, and how to use science as tool to direct different kinds of studies.

Positivism and hermeneutic have different ways to view things, although they both agree that

science has its root in empiricism.

According to the traditional way, science is viewed as something objective, which can be

described as absolute truth. The researchers’ work is to discover and understand this objective

world with their knowledge and experience. In this sense, empirical study seems very

important for positivism. Empirical information comes from environmental reality, and

                                                          
8 Arbnor & Bjerke, 1994
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people can reach it either by observation or by reason. These data are such series of certain

perspectives, which help to create the study’s interpretative framework. This framework

provides the background of the study, and guides the researchers to draw their conclusion.

There are two main ways to draw conclusions in a positivistic view, deduction and induction.

Figure 1. Induction and deduction9

Deduction has theory as start point, based on relevant theories, hypotheses are able to be

formed through different points of views. These hypotheses are basically statements about the

reality. Thereafter, a general conclusion can be made through the study of empirical data. This

conclusion is drawn in a logical way, which is reasonable and easy to understand. The critic

of this method is that the theories have to be proven right before they can be employed.

Inductive method doesn’t consider theory very important. The study is based on empirical

data, and conclusion is achieved through the observation of individual phenomenon. Without

the pre-knowledge of theory, one could have difficult to know if the empirical data is relevant,

and therefore lose control on research. The positive critic is that inductive method is very

objective, and has a very close connection with the environmental reality.

Compare with positivism, hermeneutic has a more dynamic and subjective view of science.

The ambition of positivism is to make a objective sense of phenomenon, and explain the

environmental reality by applying reasonable logic, correct theory and relevant information,

Theory

Reality

Generaliztion

Observationss

Hypothesis

Observation
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while hermeneutic method tries to understand why things occur in different ways, and how

they are connected.

Hermeneutic is a general expression that stands for interpretation of whatever is concerned.

The process of interpretation is based on the understanding of the phenomenon.

Communication is considered extremely important in hermeneutic, because it send the direct

signal of what have happened, which has great impact on the conclusion. Conclusions reached

by hermeneutic depend on how good the communication is, what is studied and in which

context.

One is seldom influenced by only one method when doing research. This study is mainly

based on inductive method, emphasizing on empirical data, and drawing conclusion through

the observation of the information collected. On the other hand, theories play roles in this

study too. They provide a general theoretical background, which have also to some extent

been the base of the analysis, thus carrying strong character of a deductive approach.

2.2 AUTHOR PROFILE

I was born in 1973 in Beijing, just three years before Deng Xiaping took over this country. I

grew up under the flag of communist party, and went to communist schools. I had a creative

childhood, and was encouraged with writing, sport of shooting, playing piano as well as

painting. As the generation of 1970s, I have not experienced Mao’s time, culture revaluation,

and not educated by Mao’s ideology either. From 1992 to 1994 I studied economics and

English in Beijing Normal University. Thereafter I worked two years in an American

company named Dow Chemical in Beijing. 1996 I went to Sweden as an exchange student,

and studied Swedish and economic in Linköping University. This report is my Master Thesis.

Six years experience in Sweden has been a very important period in my life. I have not only

learned language, economics, but also understood the western way of thinking. Of

                                                                                                                                                                                    
9 Ericsson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1999
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significance is the fact that this has helped me to look at things from both the communist and

the democratic point of view. Of further significance is that during these six years I have

developed a passion for supporting China’s economic reform and the development of China’s

legal system. As a young adult, I believe that this is valuable experience in my life, which will

has strong impact on the rest of my life.

2.3 METHODOLOGY OF THIS THESIS

2.3.1 Quantitative and Qualitative Research

A distinction is usually made between quantitative and qualitative methods when we try to

reach the information we need. With quantitative studies a one-way communication is taking

place, at which the research is done at the researcher’s conditions.10 In another word in

quantitative research the collection of data is expressed in statistical figures, and that is why

quantitative data is often described as “hard” data. Strauss and Corbin11 define qualitative

research as any kind of research that produces findings that cannot be arrived by means of

statistical procedures or by any other means of quantification. Representative of the

qualitative method can be described that the data is “soft”, and difficult to measurable,

This thesis is based on qualitative method.  The methods chosen are dependent upon the types

of the research questions that are to be answered, and the nature of the information gathered

and the discipline of the research. There are three major components of qualitative research:12

• Data -- The information that collected through telephone interviews, face to

face interviews and observations. In this case, the data collection is through

observation of the environmental reality.

                                                          
10 Arbnor & Bjerke, 1994
11 1990
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• Interpretative and analytical procedure --  it emphasizes on the techniques to

analyze the data which have been collected in order to reach the findings and

draw the conclusions

• Report -- written or verbal. This thesis will be written of course.

Plenty of statistical data will be involved in this research, especially economical information,

such as market share, rate of economic growth and percentage of foreign investment.

“Numbers speak for themselves”.  The ambition is to give a clear picture of the empirical

background. It will provide the readers a better understanding of China, and why China’s

accession to the WTO seems so important to China and the world.

2.3.2 Data Collection

When doing an investigation two kinds of data can be collected. The first kind of data is the

primary/basic one, which can be collected by the use of self-made surveys or interviews and

the second one is the secondary data, which is the information that had already been put

together for another cause than the current investigation.13

When collecting primary data and conducting personal interviews, there are a few aspects

necessary to consider. Since interviews refer to face-to-face verbal exchanges, in which one

person, the interviewer, attempts to acquire information or opinions or beliefs from another

person, the interviewee, there are a lot of variables influencing both questions and answers.

This could influence on the reliability of the primary sources. If the interviews are only

conducted by one person. The answers and the information presented are from his point of

view. The responses to the questions are very much dependent on the personal preferences.

This may bring a narrow picture of the presented case.

The secondary information is usually comprised of writing material. These include

newspaper, articles, Internet information, literature, brochures and so on. The advantages of

the secondary data are convenient and easy to reach. Different kinds of information could be

                                                                                                                                                                                    
12 Gauri, 1995
13 Dahmström, 1996
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collected, and they can help the researchers to view things from different dimensions. The

disadvantages of the secondary data can be time consuming and complicated.

In this study, the information is gathered through the secondary data. The collection is started

from Internet and library in Sweden. It is focused on already existing material regarding

statistics and figures. This procedure has been very time consuming, as China’s entry into the

WTO is relative new event, so there are not plenty of material available. In order to get

enough information, a very broad search has been carried out. Internet and newspapers are the

two main resources, as they provide new and quick information. Literature has been useful

when searching theories, Chinese history, and big events occurred in China for the last 50

years. These materials have provided the picture and background about the area studied.

2.4 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

Reliability refers to the problems of replication. The method and approach needed to reach the

degree of the reliability should be independent of the researchers. The same results should

have been obtained if the investigation carried out by someone else using the tools that had

been used by the authors. 14It means the results should be stable and reliable.

A test ability to measure what it is intended to measure is called validity. Validity can be

classified inter three groups: Construct validity, internal validity and external validity.

Construct validity depends on the number of sources of literature that have been used and on

the number of case studies that have been carried out. The internal validity of a report aims to

test if the empirical findings of the report justify the theoretical parts of the report.15

The reliability of the method and approach can always be subject to criticism. There are, no

doubt, many factors could give negative influence on the reliability of the report. However,

concerning the background of the author, and the homogeneous responses generated from the

empirical data, and the fact that information are collected from different independent

channels, the reliability of the report is highly appreciated.

                                                          
14 Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 1996
15 Wiedershein-Paul, F and Eriksson, L-T, 1991
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This report is only written by one person. Moreover, there is limited information about the

area studied. So far, there is no literature about China’s entry into the WTO has been found in

libraries. From this point of view, there is a risk for errors in the data collection, and the

information obtained could also be uncertain. The construct validity of this report could tent

to reflect negatively. The internal validity of the report is sufficient and high, as there is an

agreement between the empirical part and the theoretical models. The external validity of a

report is determined by the validity of the research tools that have been used to carry out the

area of research. The research tools such as Internet, and published articles that are used in

this report are some of the most important and widely used by lots of researchers which

means the external validity of the report is high.

2.5 METHODOLOGICAL CRITICISM

There are both advantages and disadvantages of the author’s background. It is convinced that

the author has a very good knowledge of China, which helps to give a certain picture of this

country. It is good to let the readers to view China from a Chinese point of view. On the other

hand, the information presented and the analysis only represent the author’s perspective. In

this sense, it is very difficult to avoid the narrow personal frames of reference. It is very much

likely that the author has an over optimism attitude of China’s future, because sometimes it

could be difficult for one to see the problem of her native country.

Furthermore, China’s entry into the WTO happened recently, and there are limited written

materials about it. For instance, so far there has been no published research report in this area,

and the only information that can be reached is Internet articles, newspapers and different

broadcasting channels. This is of course a big obstacle to accomplish this study. The limited

information could bring a narrow point of view to the readers, and thereby influence the

reliability of this report.
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3 FRAME OF REFERENCE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The ambition of this chapter is to provide a theoretical framework, which will be reflected in

the empirical findings and the final analysis. Models and theories will be viewed from

different points of views in order to build up a greater and wider understanding of the area to

be studied. The intention is not to present a lecture for the readers, but to give certain

understanding of what should be known before going ahead.

This chapter are tending to be very selective, because only significant theories and models

that applicable to the study will be introduced. One thing that has to be pointed out is that the

main part of theoretical framework is built on own arrangement. There are plenty of theories

are related to the study, but all model and theories have their downsides, which have to be

sifted off. The useful parts of the theories are picked up, and thereafter pieced together, which

become a new model matching this study.

Below is a rough overview of a process model, which provides the total environment faced by

any organization. Any organization is highly dependent on its environment. A discussion of

the major environmental considerations can be divided into three levels: the

microenvironment, the task environment and the internal situation.

The macroenviroment contains all the external factors that shape the circumstance and

conditions for the international business. It will have influence on economics, politics,

cultures and many other things, but not necessarily in the same way. Macroenvironment has

power over task environment and internal situation, which can both pose opportunities and

threats to the business.

Task environment consists of those external factors that have direct connection to every

individual organization. These factors serve to drive industry competition, and determine the
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firm’s nature and strength on the market. Total impact of these factors provides companies the

framework for developing a successful strategy.

Internal situation contains internal factors, and shows the forces and resources within each

organization. All the elements, functions and systems that exist in the organization are shaped

by the internal factors, and firms should attempt to determine their strengths and weaknesses

by carefully analyzing their internal situation.

Environmental complexity and environmental turbulence are two other factors when people

try to gain en understanding of the relevant environments. Environmental complexity is

characterized by the number of components influencing the organization’s efforts.16 The more

complex the environment, the more difficult it is to make effective decisions. Environmental

turbulence involves the dynamism or rate of change in the relevant environments. A stable

environment is recognized as low degree of changes, while in a turbulent environment,

changes are not always predicable. Environmental complexity and environmental turbulence

are external factors, which play especially critical role in macroenvironment and task

environment.

The purpose of presenting this model is to give an overall profile of environmental

consideration. As this study is focusing on environmental analysis from the national and

international perspectives, but not from the individual perspective, only the

macroenvironment will be chosen as the relevant theoretical framework, and further

developed in the later discussion.
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Figure 2 Environmental Definitions and Relationships17

3.2 MACROENVIRONMENT

Macroenvironment is the main theoretical part of this chapter. As mentioned earlier, this part

will be build on own management. The external conditions that are analyzed in this section

are beyond the five factors discussed in the above model. Economical, political and societal

factors will follow the model, while cultural and other competitive factors, which will be

involved, are selected from other models and theories. As the environmental analysis is a

study of an environment’s uncertainty, the theories will be introduced from a very specific

                                                                                                                                                                                    
16 Smith Arnold Bizzell 1988
17 Smith Arnold Bizzell 1988

Macroenvironment

• Economic factors
• Governmental and political factors
• Societal factors
• Natural factors
• Technological factors

Task Environment

• Competitors
• Consumers
• Suppliers
• Potential entrants
• Substitutes

Internal Situation

• Human resources
• Research and development
• Producation
• Financial and accounting
• Marketing
• Organization culture
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point of view and the model is also managed in a very selective way. The ambition is to

provide the readers a very sensible and detailed background of the macroenvironment in order

to enhance the understanding of the final analysis and the reasoning of the report.

Figure 3  Macroenvironment and Risk Assessment, Own Management

Macroenvironment
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Social Trends and
Demographics

Competitio
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Technolog
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3.2.1 Economics

Economics includes Factors related to the flow of money, goods and services, information,

and energy.18 Economic factors have a tremendous impact on business environment. As

global management is becoming increasingly important, economic conditions are also tending

to be complex and difficult to identify. Various economic factors combine to create either

opportunities or threat in the external environment. Each economic factor has its impact on

macroenviornment, by analyzing the impact, an environmental threat and opportunity profile

can be developed. That will give the first indication of the market potential in the global

competition, and also be used as a means of determining what strategies are needed to match

the potential.

There are five economic factors involved. They are GNP trends, human resources, pricing,

financial function, and market dynamics. All these factors have direct economic influence on

international business. What seems to distinguish many of these international businesses is the

ability to combine these economic factors and deliver en unique service on the international

market.

GNP19 trends indicate one country’s economic growth rate. Gross national product per capita

is the dollar value of a country’s final output of goods and services in a year, divided by its

population. It reflects the average income of a country’s citizens. Countries with a GNP per

capita in 1998 of $9,361 or more are described as high income, between $761 and $9,360 as

middle income, and $760 or less as low income.20

Human resources are the most critical factor in success and are usually received adequate

consideration in strategy selection. People provide the input for utilizing material and

immaterial resources, setting objectives, promoting efficiency and controlling the internal

environmental factors. Efficient and effective personal policies will reduce the labor cost and

improve competition. If human resources can be allocated in the proper way to meet the

                                                          
18 Rowe, Mason, Dickel, Mann & Mockler, 1994
19 Gross National Product
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objectives, there will be a stable balance between unemployment and economic development

in a country.

Financial function has major responsibilities relative to resources. A country’s ability to

handle the financial sectors yields its strengths and weakness. Financial considerations and the

country’s overall objectives and strategy are closely intertwined. Most of the functional areas

must be analyzed from a financial perspective, which generally leads to direct interaction

between financial function and other functional areas.

Market dynamics is created by all the possible market factors and it is a major power that are

held together in the main without plans and controls. A strong market dynamics provide high

degree of freedom for the market players, and have great impact on free competition, open

communication, quick information and flexibility. A weak market dynamics is characterized

by stable environment, limited competition, and low capacity and easy to predict changes.

3.2.2 Politics

Governmental and political factors have direct influence on how businesses operate.

Governmental activities can also provide both opportunities and threats, which can affect

international trade relations. In general, international business is operated in the way the

political policy allows them to. Government intervention via regulation or the judicial system

in the international affairs is exerting an increasing influence on international trade system. A

variety of international business, and functional strategies are demanding political co-

operations. Whether dealing with foreign government or operating business in a foreign

market, politics is the key factor that must be considered in the international

macroenvironment. There are groups of factors involved in politics, and four of them are

related to this study. They are form of government, stability of government, governmental

attitude toward foreign firms and foreign policy.

Communist country and democratic country are the two main forms of government in the

modern society. In theory, communist country implements planned economy, while
                                                                                                                                                                                    
20 http://www.worldbank.org/depweb/english/modules/economic/gnp/index.htm
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democratic country carries out market economy. Communist country is controlled by

communist party, and other parties don’t have dominant positions on political stage. In

democratic country, every individual has right to vote, and they chose which party to

represent the country.

Stability of government is the fundamental condition for economic development. A stable

government can create a secure environment for economic and social well-being. Lack of

political stability and security context will lead to decreased foreign investment, and

economic development will slow down. A stable macroenvironment and an economically

efficient society can only be shaped under the roof of stable government.

Governmental attitude toward foreign firms is the key factor influencing on the foreign

investment. An open attitude gives more freedom to the foreign investment, which will lead to

increased access to the international capital. If foreign firms enjoy their favorable privileges in

doing business in the host country, they will be encouraged to develop a long-term business

strategy. In such sense, it will stimulate the host country’s economy and promote its political

image.

Foreign policy is important, it represents the voice of the host government. An open and co-

operative foreign policy could make significant progress on the international economic front,

and contribute to a positive trend in international development. From the economic point of

view, therefore, foreign engagement appears to be a matter of discretion of choice for the

international investors. Where they chose to invest their capital very much depends on the

host country’s foreign policy.

3.2.3 Social trends and Demographics

Social trends and demographics contain the factors that affect the way people live, including

what they value.21 There is a broad range of social factors such as people’s lifestyles, attitudes

towards quality of life, career expectations, consumer activism, growth rate of population and
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shifts in population.22 Social factors in foreign countries are becoming more important in

international trade relations, because they usually represents a society’s level of civilization,

and in many ways, indicates the market potential and the consumers purchasing power.

These social factors are related to each other and they often change in different dimensions.

Sometimes it could be very difficult to recognize and catch up all these changes. The degree

of change shows how uncertain an environment is and why the uncertainty exists. As the

changes increase in social factors, they become dynamic and complex.   Social factors’ impact

on international business, economics, and politics are strong, and in some way, they clearly

lead the formulation of appropriate global strategy. Social factors shape the environmental

conditions for international business, and the future strategy must match these conditions to

provide a competitive advantage for co-operation.

3.2.4 Competition

Knowledge about competitors is important in international business for a variety of reasons.

The process of building international trade relations with other countries is equal to enter into

rivalry with them. The rivalry could bring either worldwide network to enhance international

trade or competitive threat, which lead to decreased market share. Every country is facing

competitive rivalry in the world trade system, and the intensity of this rivalry is predicated on

the interaction among such factors such as legal system, economic growth rate, population,

consumers’ purchasing power and so on. These factors have impact on the level of

competitive rivalry, and it is must be noticed that competitive rivalry is not stable. New

competitors, technological innovations, quick economic development and growth of

population often make the competition harder.

The nature of competition is to defend market share and maintain competitive on the global

market. But in realities, the competition of economic power actually becomes rivalry of

political power. Economic superpower also represents political superpower. In this sense,

competition of economic power has strong impact on the world peace, and countries that have

                                                                                                                                                                                    
21 Rowe, Mason, Dickel, Mann & Mockler, 1994
22 Smith Arnold Bizzell 1988
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economic and political powers in their hands are considered having more responsibilities to

the world. Meanwhile, these strong countries don’t always do the right thing on the

international political stage. Sometime, they could take advantages of their dominant positions

by playing rules unfairly for their own good. There is a need of power balance in the

international competition, and it is only can be reached by worldwide co-operation. Countries

that have similar conditions need to work together in order to ensure that they are treated

fairly.

3.2.5 Global and Regional Approach

Global and regional approach is increasingly needed in all functions in international business.

Today, business is operated in a global environment. A worldwide framework of interactions

has developed an open communication in the international trade relations. National, regional

and local economies are no longer independent and isolated. Every country has a certain

degree of global and regional approach, which shows how actively the country is involved in

the world trade system. Implementing of global and regional approach requires strong open

attitude from the country’s top management, and abilities to handle the required domestic

changes in economic and political structures, people’s attitude, culture, and practices.

Multi-nationals and strategic alliances will become dominant become they can provide

opportunities for transferring resources, gaining economies of scale, making large investments

and match up globally with customers.23 These interactions will effectively create a

worldwide support system, which help to deliver valuable services, reduce cost and improve

efficiency. A critical aspect for the global and regional approach is the development of world

political power. The gap between the poor and rich maybe narrowed, but the dependency on

super economical and political power will increase, and it tends to be permanent.
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3.2.6 Technology

Technology is factors related to the development of machines, tools, processes, materials,

other equipment, and know-how.24 International business depends on increasingly

sophisticated technological base. Leader positions in the international market are usually the

result of technological innovations. The highly competitive business environment enhances

technological development. Technological breakthroughs will be transferred to industries,

which can make things cheaper, simpler, move faster and easier. New technologies provide

opportunities for firms to maintain their competitive position in the international market, and

the high probability for continued technological advances make the competition harder for the

international players. The combination of international competition and technology is a

dynamic power that pushes human civilization moving ahead to a higher level.

Technological factors influence several components of macroenvironment, for example,

economics, social trends and culture. Technological advances may change people’s lifestyles,

attitude, and the way people se things and think. Old views and fashions will be replaced by

new technologies, and there will be more similarities among people from different cultures.

Technology innovation can fasten up economic development by providing quick information,

valuable knowledge and modern transportation. Technology development needs political

support. It requires government to have open attitude on new technologies, and prepare to

make long-tern investment until the new technology can be anticipated with some accuracy.

3.2.7 Culture

Hofstede defines culture as the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the

members of one human group from another….Culture, in this sense, includes systems of

values; and values of among the building blocks of culture. There are three dimensions in

culture, they are values, beliefs, and attitudes. Culture values are defined as assumptions about

“how things ought to be” in the society. A belief is a conscious certainty that something

                                                                                                                                                                                    
23 Rowe, Mason, Dickel, Mann & Mockler, 1994
24 Rowe, Mason, Dickel, Mann & Mockler, 1994
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exists, or is good, in the society. An attitude is normative – a conscious stance about how

people ought to behave in society.25 Values, beliefs, and attitudes correspond in some degree,

and the combination of the three factors shape the pattern of culture, which directs the way

people think and behave.

Culture-as-explicit is another way to explain the concept of culture. Culture-as-explicit

divides culture into three phenomena: material culture, religion, and political and economic

ideology. The material culture is produced and exists within a group, and it provides an

oblique and sometimes distorted reflection of members’values. The religion is owned and

practiced by the group, it expresses values and clearly influences beliefs and attitudes.

Religion is also a mirror of the group’s history, which explains how this group’s values,

beliefs and attitudes shapes. Political and economic ideology plays an important role in

culture. Political leaders commonly legitimize their regimes by claiming that their system

provides a genuine expression of the majority culture; any admission to the contrary is

extraordinary. Economic conditions can modify cultural values, and have impact on culture

changes. Culture is not an efficient predictor of economic development, but it is a very

important factor in macroenvironment.26

3.2.8 Risk Assessment

Today’s business world is getting complex. Multinational firms are increasingly global, and

they are establishing branches and subsidiaries outside their national boundaries. This growth

in multinational operations also brings bigger political and economic risk for the international

players. They need to consider the risks involved in doing business abroad and make a

balance between risks and profits. Haner divided risks into two catalogues, human catalogue

and physical catalogue.

The human catalogue relevant to risk assessment include:

                                                          
25 Richard Mead, 1994
26 Richard Mead, 1994
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• Stability of temperament: tendency toward violence, attitude toward corruption,

emotional stability, and level of discipline prevalent in the culture.

• Level of economic activity: education and training of the workforce, work ethic, and

attitude toward business typical in the country.

• Social structure: culture, traditions, elitism, distribution of wealth, languages, and

religion of the people.

• Political stability: government-run or private enterprise, restrictions on foreign

investments, and degree of regional autonomy.

The physical catalogue relevant to risk assessment include: 27

• Availability of natural resources: energy sufficiency, raw materials, agriculture, sans

water.

• Severity of the climate: seasons, storms, extreme heat or cold, and sunny days.

• Geographic considerations: desirability of location, historic or tourist concerns, and

topology.

• Infrastructure: easy of access, communications, transportation, airports, roads,

storage, support industries, financial support, and living accommodations.

3.3 PLANNED ECONOMY AND MARKET ECONOMY

3.3.1 Plan or Market

Every individual endeavors to employ his capital so that its produce may be of greatest value.

He generally neither intends to promote the public interest, nor knows how much he is

promoting it. He intends only his own security, only his own gain. And he is in this led by an

invisible hand to promote an end, which was no part of his intention. By pursuing his own

interest he frequently promotes that of society more effectual than when he really intends to

promote it.

                    Adam Smith28

                                                          
27 Rowe, Mason, Dickel, Mann & Mockler, 1994
28 Arne Jon Isachsen, Carl B. Hamilton & Thorvaldur Gylfason, 1992
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ECONOMICS, then, is all about the utilization and distribution of scarce resources. We could

say that the economic system in any society is confronted by two main questions: “What

should be produced?” and “How should the resulting goods be distributed?”29

Figure 4  Supply and demand in a planned economy30

Note: For example, the supply curve is vertical at a quantity of 18,000 pairs of shoes, the price

will be 110 roubles. This is due to the fact that in the overall plan for the country’s economy

the authorities have determined that 18,000 pairs of shoes are to be produced per month.

Figure 5  Supply and demand in a market economy31

                                                          
29 Arne Jon Isachsen, Carl B. Hamilton & Thorvaldur Gylfason, 1992
30 Arne Jon Isachsen, Carl B. Hamilton & Thorvaldur Gylfason, 1992
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Note: At point A the market is cleared. The producers manage to sell precisely their total

production (for example, 20,000 pairs of shoes per month) for the price they had expected

(100 roubles per pair). At the same time, everyone who wants to can buy shoes for 100

roubles a pair. At point A the market for shoes is in equilibrium.

In a planned economy, the planning bureaucracy or the centre has a specific control over its

industry, and agriculture. They have a plan to show what the country should supply and what

they need, thereafter, by means of directives and rules, seek to ensure they factories and other

production units will produce exactly what the central authorities has planed.32 Any

production beyond the plan is considered waste, which is not encouraged. The centrally

planned system has three functions: self-justification, self-targeting, and self-organization.33 It

requires collective ownership, central planned price system and monopolization.

When it comes to supply in a market economy, the difference between the two systems is

obvious. In a market economy, the individual enterprises make the decisions on the quantity

of supply according to the demand of the market, and the government basically doesn’t

interfere. Individual producers aim at maximizing profits in market economy, they will

continue to increase production and raise price as far as there is money to earn.34 Market

economy allows health and vigorous competition, free trade, private ownership and the price

are decided by the market, not the government.

The distribution of the income resulting from production is extremely different between these

two systems. In a planned economy, production and distribution is considered independently.

“All people shall contribute according to ability and receive according to need” was the idea

behind planned economy.35 It means that people receive what they need disregarding how

much they have produced. A person could receive ten times of what he has produced

according to what he needs, while another could only receive 10% of the value he has

                                                                                                                                                                                    
31 Arne Jon Isachsen, Carl B. Hamilton & Thorvaldur Gylfason, 1992
32 Arne Jon Isachsen, Carl B. Hamilton & Thorvaldur Gylfason, 1992
33 Pawel H.Dembinski, 1991
34 Arne Jon Isachsen, Carl B. Hamilton & Thorvaldur Gylfason, 1992
35 Arne Jon Isachsen, Carl B. Hamilton & Thorvaldur Gylfason, 1992
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produced, as he doesn’t need more. The ambition of the idea is to create economic

equalization in a society.

In a market economy, on the other hand, the distribution of income is regarding to the

production. Individual producers have the right to receive what they have produced, and they

are able to enjoy the solid profits of their own initiative and enterprise. People don’t produce

will not receive anything either. This factor is the strong point of the market economy,

because people are willing to work more if they can receive more. They will be encouraged to

consider changes in the product range, technology, quality, and price in order to get higher

profits. As a result, economy will be stimulated and hard-working people become rich.

3.3.2 From Plan to Market

CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES AS SEEN BY THE MAN IN THE STREET:

There is no unployment, and yet nobody works.

Nobody works, and yet the plan gets fulfilled.

The plan gets fulfilled, and yet there is never anything in the shops.

There is never anything in the shops, and yet every fridge is full.

Every fridge is full, and yet everyone complains.

Everyone complains, and yet the same people keep getting elected.36

So far there is no example of a successful centrally planned economy. Economic planning has

not delivered what people expected, and in the contrary, countries that carried out planned

economy were in chaos. At the end of 1980s, communist countries began to shift their system

from planned to market economy. This is a complicated and comprehensive transition process

as there are various elements involved, and they are mutually dependent upon one another.

The following model gives a generalized discussion of how it should occur in theory.37

                                                          
36 Pawel H.Dembinski, 1991
37 Arne Jon Isachsen, Carl B. Hamilton & Thorvaldur Gylfason, 1992
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Figure 6  Elements of the transition from plan to market38

Arrow 1: Price reform simply means that price control ceases to exist, and that free price

setting based on competition takes over. This is a necessary prerequisite for macroeconomic

stability. A transition to free price setting will bring a revolution in the way enterprises are

operated in the old planned economy. They are able to reduce price, and set retail prices

themselves. This brings a substantial reduction of subsidies, which will necessitate better

utilization of the resources in the government enterprises.

Arrow 2: reflects that macroeconomic stabilization improves, or even accelerates the process

of price reform. Macroeconomic stability is characterized by a reasonable balance in public-

sector budgets, stable price level, a positive real rate of interest and at most moderate

inflation.

Arrow 3: Private ownership is the fundamental condition for free market and free price-

setting. Without private ownership, free market and free price-setting can not be implemented.

It requires that the state-owned enterprises must be transferred to private owners, and new

private ownership has to be protected by laws.

Arrow 4: Successful privatization state-owned enterprises will bring more and smaller private

enterprises. This provides a basis for stronger and freer market competition, which will result

in proper allocation of resources, and strengthen the government’s finances. In such a

situation, productivity and efficiency will be improved, and private owners are able to run

                                                          
38 Arne Jon Isachsen, Carl B. Hamilton & Thorvaldur Gylfason, 1992
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their business at a profit. The mutual economic benefits to both authorities and private sectors

will contribute to macroeconomic stabilization.

Arrow 5: Transition from planned to market economy involves the process of de-

monopolization and privatization. As this process takes years to complete, competition from

abroad becomes necessary. Free trade will enable domestic consumers enjoy a richer selection

of products. Because of the competition offered by foreign producers, domestic producers are

forced to utilize resources more effectively in order to maintain competitive. This is the

importance of free trade to macroeconomic stabilization.

Arrow 6: Co-ordination of economic activity through a free trade and free price-setting can

only function if the government allow international prices to determine the national prices. In

this way, the economy can take advantages of its low production cost in international

exchange. Through trade, the country can export goods that have low cost, and import goods,

which require large consumption of resources in domestic production.

3.4 GLOBALIZATION – INTERDEPENDENCE

There are no countries which are completely autonomous and self-reliant, and no countries

whose development can be understood merely as a reflection of what goes on beyond their

national borders. All countries are dependent on each other, and on the system of which they

form part. This fact is again somewhat implicitly, described as interdependence, a concept

lending itself to diverging interpretations.39

The phenomenon of globalization is the transition from dependence to interdependence

between two or more economies. This transition process contains three distinct dimensions,

they are political, economic and cultural. With political it refers to the “world order” debate;

with economic is concentrating on the world economy; and with cultural means shifts in the

culture.

                                                          
39 Björn Hettne, 1989
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The concept of world order covers the rules and norms regulating international political,

economic, and cultural cooperation. The present world order is strongly influenced by the

Second World War. During the postwar era, there are new rules and norms like GATT40  were

established at USA with the help from institutions such as World Band, International

Monetary foundation. These rules were later developed and widely accepted, which together

with these institutions constituted the postwar world order. America and Europe have played

leader roles in this world order.

At the new age of globalization, the international politics has come to a new level, and the

demand for a New International Economic Order is in focus at the turn of millenium. The

quick economic development of developing countries represents new economic power, and

they are rising their voice for a global reform. The strategy of global reformism implies in the

New International Economic Order, which is related to equal economic and political co-

operations in the world economy, and the interdependence between developing and

industrialized countries.

The process of globalization has a very strong impact on the world economy. The structure of

the world economy is changing, companies are going global, and international players must

have a global view to stay competitive in the international market. The globalization of

economic development can be concentrated on the following issues:

• Freer financial flows, and patterns of foreign investment.

• Technological innovations, and internationalization of production.

• Quick information, and free and cheap international communication.

• Improvements in transport technology reduce the importance of geographical

distances.

• Free international trade.

• Worldwide labor market.

There are many different culture groups in the world. Every culture has its own pattern, which

is distinctively different from another. When people examine a culture, they pay very much
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attention to languages, religions and traditions, because they consists of deeper moral norms

that affect how people link together in a society. When people study culture, they usually

mention culture shock. Obviously, there is gap in culture between different nations, and it is

preventing people from getting to know each other. Today advanced communications

technology enable people to project global television culture worldwide. This will accelerate

globalization, and lead to cultural homogeneity. The homogenization can increase the degree

of transparency, and narrow the gap in culture. To be an advanced society, a country has to

have contact with other nations, and understand how their cultures work. That is an important

way to form business relations.

3.5 WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION

The World Trade Organization41 is the only global international organization dealing with the

rules of trade between nations. At its heart are the WTO agreements, negotiated and signed by

the bulk of the world’s trading nations and ratified in their parliaments. The goal is to help

producers of goods and services, exporters, and importers conduct their business.

Location: Geneva, Switzerland

Established: 1 January 1995

Created by: Uruguay Round negotiations (1986-94)

Membership: 144 countries (as of 1 January 2002)

Budget: 143 million Swiss francs for 2002

Secretariat staff: 550

Head: Mike Moore (director-general)

Functions:

         • Administering WTO trade agreements

         • Forum for trade negotiations

         • Handling trade disputes

         • Monitoring national trade policies

                                                          
41 http://www.wto.org/
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         • Technical assistance and training for developing countries

         • Cooperation with other international organizations

More than three-quarters of WTO's Members have self-elected the status of developing

countries, of which 30 are least-developed. The WTO Secretariat provides those countries and

economies in transition with assistance to understand and to implement the WTO agreements.

WTO assistance aims to expand the capacity of these countries to use the multilateral trading

system in order to maximize the economic benefits of their participation. Assistance by the

WTO Secretariat is mainly delivered through technical cooperation and training.
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4 ABOUT CHINA

4.1 Overview

Country Overview42

President:  Jiang Zemin (since March 1993)

Premier: Zhu Rongji (since March 1998)

Population (2000E): 1.3 billion

Location/Size:  Eastern Asia/3.7 million square miles (9.6 million square kilometers, slightly

smaller than the United States)

Major Cities: Beijing (capital), Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangzhou, Shenyang, Wuhan, Chengdu,

Hong Kong

Languages: Mandarin (official), many local dialects

Ethnic Groups: Han Chinese (92%); Zhuang, Uygur, Hui, Yi, Tibetan, Miao, Manchu,

Mongol, Buyi, Korean, others (8%)

Religion: Officially atheist; Daoism, Buddhism, Muslim (2-3%); Christian (1%)

Defense (8/98): Army (2.1 million), Navy (260,000), Air Force (470,000), reserves (1.2

million), People's Armed Police (1 million)

Economic Overview43

Currency:  Yuan

Exchange Rate (4/23/00): US$1 = 8.3 Yuan

Gross Domestic Product (2000E): $1.13 trillion (2001F): $1.23 trillion

Real GDP Growth Rate (2000E): 8.0% (2001F): 7.5%

Inflation Rate (2001F): 2.0%

Current Account Surplus (2001F): $10.9 billion

Major Trading Partners:  Japan, United States, European Union, South Korea, Taiwan

Merchandise Exports (2001F): $278.6 billion

                                                          
42 http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/china.html#BACK
43 http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/china.html#BACK
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Merchandise Imports (2001F): $245.5 billion

Merchandise Trade Surplus (2001F): $33.1 billion

Major Export Products: Light industrial and textile products, mineral fuels, heavy

manufactures, agricultural goods

Major Import Products: Machinery, steel, chemicals, miscellaneous manufactures,

industrial materials, grain

Monetary Reserves (2001F, non-gold): $181.6 billion

External Debt (2001F): $205.7 billion

(Energy Information Administration, Official Energy Statistics from the U.S. Government,

Country Analysis Briefs-China)

4.2 HISTORY OF PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

4.2.1 Chairman Mao’s Time and the Planned Economy 1949-1976

 People’s Republic of China was founded in 1949 as a communist country. From 1949 to 1976

China was a dictatorial country, which was totally controlled by Chairmen Mao’s iron hand.

”No one out and no one in” was the general diplomacy policy carried out which mean

Chinese were not allowed to go abroad and no foreigners were welcome to China either.

Private business was illegal, nobody owned anything and everything belonged to China.  Blue

and green were the only two colors to show complete sincerity to Chinese Communist Party

and Chairman Mao, and everybody worn blue or green color cloth. Technology was not

encouraged at all. Farmer and worker were highly appreciated as the leadership class in the

society while people with education like doctor, teacher, engineer was staying at the bottom.

 

 “However, the Chinese socialist economic system did a remarkable job of lifting its enormous

population out of abject poverty, and the agricultural production was more than tripled

between 1949 and 1976. The economic development strategy under Mao was based on an

egalitarian socialist ethic inspired by the adaptation of Marxism to the Chinese situation.

Unlike Western capitalist development strategies, the Maoist approach sought to bring

everyone into the development process on an equal footing, without leaving anyone behind.
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 All people were intended to share in China’s rising standard of living. In particular, Mao’s

strategy rejected the Western economic principles of (1) comparative advantage,

specialization in production, and free market exchange, and (2) individualism and the need for

material incentives.”44

 

 During Mao’s time, one of the state economic commissions was to remain under central

control of the allocation of scientific and technical manpower, and the overall arrangements of

employment for the new graduates. All the new graduates were guaranteed a life time job in

the state-run enterprises, and the government was also running specialized middle schools and

other training establishments to meet their own needs. In 1958, “Hukou” system was put into

force by Mao zedong. "Hukou", a system of social control that classes people as rural as well

as urban residents, and obliges them to live and work only in their permanent residence.

Chinese who have the urban Hukou have a better right for social welfare, medical care and

schooling, and they can exchange their urban Hukou to a rural Hukou. 83% of the Chinese

population were peasants during Mao’s time and holding a rural Hukou. They were forbidden

to move into big cities.45

 

4.2.2 Deng Xiaoping’s Time and the Open Door Policy 1976-1997

“To accelerate economic growth, it is essential to increase the degree off specialization of

enterprises, to raise the technical level of all personnel significantly and train and evaluate

them carefully, to greatly improve economic accounting in the enterprises, and to raise labor

productivity and rates of profit to much higher levels. Therefore, it is essential to carry out

major reforms in the various branches of the economy with respect to their structure and

organization as well as to their technology.”46

 Chairman Mao died in 1976, and government changed hands. Deng Xiaoping, this name may

be remembered as the greatest leader in China modern history. His contribute to China

economy is remarkable. It began 1978 at the three plenum of the Eleventh Party Congress,

Deng Xiaoping who was the first one to point out that economic reform was extremely
                                                          
44 Peter M.Lichtenstein, 1991
45 Peter M.Lichtenstein, 1991
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 necessary in China, and China had to adopt an open-door policy designed to develop China

economy, and encourage Chinese to become rich. The purpose of the reform was to increase

market competition, make foreign things serve China, and acquire foreign capital and

technology. Deng clearly claimed that China must open its door to the world and actively

build equitable relationships with the rest of the world.

 

The greatest accomplishment of Deng Reform was the international legitimacy of the

People’s Republic of China. While the relegitimation process began with the implement ”of

economic management to solve the problem of separation between production and market.

The reform would make room for a market economy to create competition among the

enterprises and to end the existing local projectionist policy in each province for its own

products”.47 Under Deng’s time China reached a high point. No longer was Beijing the capital

of ”Red China”, the country of blue ants, the model of totalitarian excess. Instead, the

international community welcomed China into the fold: one saw a dramatic expansion of

diplomatic relations. Increasing participation in international organizations - China applied to

the GATT - an increase in foreign trade.”48

Foreign investment came to China in the early 1980’s, and the investment did not exceed a

billion dollars until 1984. In the middle of 1980’s a big wave of foreign investment rolled into

China. So far, foreign investment has expanded surprisingly in China. “FDI rose rapidly to a

new high level of UD$ 4.6 billion in 1991, almost US$26 billion in 1993 and up to US$42

billion by 1996. Early in 1993, the World Bank stated that in 1992 China was the recipient of

nearly one-fourth of the total flow of foreign direct investment and ranked as the number one

in attracting FDI in the Third World.49

                                                                                                                                                                                    
46 Wei Fan, 1998
47 Jackson, Sukhan, 1992
48 Kelley, Lane, Shenkar, Oded, 1993
49 Wei Fan, 1998
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4.2.3 China Today – Economic Development and Political Progress

Today China is the world’s fourth largest economy behind the United States, Japan and

Germany, and real GNP has grown at a rate of 9% annually.50 China’s per capita income had

been grown by an average between 8% to 9% for 16 years since 1978, and was about

over10% for the last 3 years. China’s per capita income growth will overcome France and the

UK in the next few years in absolute terms. China’s economy is today double that of India,

which is the next most populous developing country.51

Figure 7 China’s Economy, Gross Domestic product in US $bns. 52

The growth rate of the private sector has been very high, in 1994 the gross out value of the

private sector reached 1,927.4 million RMB, which was 25% of the total out put value of all

sectors combined. The number of private businesses grew by 29% in the first 10 months of

1996 in Shanghai, and the employment in the private business was 760,000, which was almost

0ne sixth of the employment in state-owned enterprises.

                                                          
50 Kelley / Yadong Lou, 1999
51 http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/business/the_economy/newsid_520000/520874.stm
52 http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/business/the_economy/newsid_520000/520874.stm
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In 1997 the British returned Hong Kong to the Chinese, and Hong Kong entered a "one

country, two systems" policy, which was designed by Deng Xiaoping. Hong Kong became a

Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China on 1 July 1997, after a

century and a half of British administration. Under Hong Kong's constitutional document and

the Basic Law, the existing economic, legal and social systems will be maintained for at least

50 years after 1997. The goal of the policy was to operate the Hongkong’s western pursuits

under the Chinese communist roof, which guarantee Hongkongers continually access to its

capitalism, freedom of speech and the rule of law after handover.
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5 EMPIRICAL DATA

5.1 EMPIRICAL STUDY ON THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL

5.1.1 Chinese Hope for Consumer Revolution

There is plenty of debate about the changes that membership of the World Trade Organization

will bring for the Chinese consumers. Imported goods have always been a major attraction for

Chinese consumers, but it is considered very luxury to buy imported product because of the

unbelievable high price. For example, it cost about 60,000US$ for an import Citroen XM in

China, which is more than double price compared with Sweden. For the China’s growing

middle-class, the expectation of cheaper imported goods as lower import tariffs is high.

Today the demand of private car is going up very quickly in big cities like Beijing, Shanghai

and Guandong. Most of the middle-class families are prepared to spend 10,000-20,000US$

for a new car. They hope that the membership of WTO will bring down the price of cars, and

they can get a better car for the same money.  Student car is a new fashion today. The price of

student car is around 4,000-6,000US$. Only rich families can afford a student car for their

children. Many Chinese students wish the price can go down and they may also own a student

car.

For the women, joining the WTO means cheaper clothes, cosmetics, and perfumes. Foreign

brand cosmetics and perfumes are extremely luxury consumption for Chinese women in the

last twenty years. Some famous brand like Christina and Loray can only be seen in big and

luxurious hotels, which are actually servicing for rich foreigners. Most of the Chinese women

are using domestic production and they hope tax on cosmetics and perfumes will be lower, so

they can afford to try import production.

Cheaper things are the most important benefit for the middle-class, but not for the upper class.

Rich Chinese don’t pay very much attention to the price. They are much more interested in

“service”. What does service mean? That is a relatively new concept, which comes from

America. In United States people usually can get what they want if they are willing to pay.

This is the meaning of “service” in rich Chinese’s eyes. But this “service” is not available yet
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in China. The upper-class Chinese hope that the entry of WTO may bring in this kind of fresh

ideas about “service” into China, so they can have somewhere to spend their money in stead

of putting them in the bank. 53

5.1.2 Chinese Hope for International Communications

For the young generation in particular, joining the WTO means much more than just cheaper

cars and clothes. It is widely seen as an important symbolic step for Chinese students towards

the overseas education. It’s a dream to go abroad and study for most of the Chinese students.

Every year thousands of Chinese students try to reach their dreamed universities and get

student visa to their dreamed countries. But most of them fail because they can’t afford the

high tuition. Only a few top students that receive scholarship from the host countries can have

their dream come true. Many students hope that after entering the WTO good universities in

America and other countries will set their intensive courses like MBA in China. That will

offer new chances for the young to get their dreamed overseas education without traveling

abroad and paying the high tuition.54

China’s formal membership of the WTO is the most popular discussion among the Chinese

people this year. Many newspapers carried surveys stressing that Chinese consumers are

hoping it will bring them a real accession to the international culture. They want new choices

in everything from more Hollywoold movies in their cinemas to the real Italian food on their

table. Moreover traveling abroad maybe the most attractive thing for Chinese people.

Currently it is quite difficult to get a tourist visa to some countries, and some of the Chinese

people even have problem to get a passport. “How does the world look like?  We have only

seen it on TV and pictures. That’s not enough. We want to go there and see it by ourselves,

and we also want to go to theater in Rom, and eat McDonalds in America”. A Chinese woman

told me that. For the young generation English movies, songs, and modern fashion shows

them part of the world. But they are not satisfied with that any longer. They want to

communicate with other young peoples from difficult cultures, and to be friends with them.

                                                          
53 http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/asia-pacific/newsid_1651000/1651880.stm
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“English is the key to the world” Deng xiaoping said. Twenty years ago if a foreigner was lost

in China, he would have big trouble to find his hotel. Because he could hardly find anyone

spoke English. But it is different today. If you walk on a street in Beijing, you may see more

English characters than Chinese characters, and it is not difficult to find one can speak

English at all. If you ask children which major they are most willing to learn in school, they

will answer you English. English has never been that import and popular in China. Many

foreigners come to China today and teach English in schools. Their students include children

below six years old, school students, and retired old people above sixty years old. Chinese

people use “English tornado” to describe the tendency, and you are considered “out of

fashion” if you don’t learn English.

To exchange foreign currency is a big problem in China today. Chinese can’t go into a bank

and buy foreign currency without a long-term student or work visa issued by foreign

countries. Moreover, Chinese don’t have international credit card, and this service doesn’t

exist in the Chinese banks. Some foreign banks have already settled down their local offices

in China, and they are prepared to offer Chinese such kind of service. Unfortunately the

Chinese government has restrictions, which officially forbid them to open there business in

China. Most of the important institutions in China are controlled by the state-run system, and

the government is still applying unfair rules to limit foreign competitions. Chinese hope that

China’s WTO membership can make it easier to get foreign currency in the near future.

5.2 EMPIRICAL STUDY ON THE ORGANIZATIONAL

LEVEL

5.2.1 Reforms of the Chinese Government Bureaucracy

The Chinese word “Guanxi” refers to the concept of drawing on connections or networks in

order to secure favors in personal or business relations.55 For example, newly graduated

university students from working class family can hardly get a competitive position in the
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government as their parents usually work in factories, and they seldom know anybody

working in the government that can provide an intern recommendation for these students.

There is a saying in China that “Guanxi is bought by money.” Actually “Guanxi” can only be

bought, and it is very expensive. It could cost any amount depending on how big the fever is.

People who work for the government have a much lower salary than the average, but most of

them have a high standard of life. They can afford new houses, first class apartments and

good quality cars. All these expenses beyond their salary come from the payment of the

“Guanxi”. People have higher position in the government can offer better and wider “intern

recommendation”, so the price of their “Guanxi” is also higher. “Guanxi” has its long history

in China, and it is caused by a multitude of factors. The Chinese people have never stopped

complaining government of “Guanxi”. They have a need for a better civil society and are

seeking ways to challenge the “old tradition”. China’s WTO entry brings hope for the Chinese

people. Perhaps most likely, China’s WTO membership may help China to develop a moral

order of a new legal political system in a western sense.

“Hukou” system, which was adopted by the communist party, is the leftovers of the old

planned economy. The residence permit system have assigned every Chinese citizen to a

home district and discriminated against 900 million farmers in favor of 400 million city

dwellers.56 The restrictions on internal migration have consigned a big problem of “floating

population”. As peasants have a very few rights to welfare benefits, medical care and

schooling, they move from the poor countryside to the big cities like Beijing, Shanghai for a

better life. According to the Chinese authorities, there is at least 100 million “floating

population” in China today.

When China geared up to enter the World Trade Organization, the Chinese government began

to consider a long-overdue reform of the “Hukou” system. “The Hukou system is not

compatible with a market economy and free labor market. We should treat everyone the same,

wherever they come from.” says one Bureau official.57 A senior official from the Ministry of

Public Security, the chief regulator of residency policy, confirmed to The Independent in a

recent interview that top policy-makers are reviewing drafts for change. "Even we

                                                          
56 http://www.mugu.com/pipermail/upstream-list/2001-June/002359.html
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acknowledge that the whole hukou package, controlling education, employment, marriage and

so on, is too heavy," he said, on condition of anonymity”.58  The Ministry of Public Security,

which administers the hukou system, confirmed before China entered WTO that hokou will

be scrapped within five years.59

5.2.2 Chinese Labor Market, Unemployment and Stability

China had had full employment for years. The communist central planned employment

system guaranteed lifetime job for all the urban citizens disregarding the demand of the

employment. The overall arrangements of employment had simply enforced the state-run

enterprises to let several persons share one person’s job, and of course these are very low paid

jobs, because they share the salary too. This urban unemployment system was made to match

the planned economy, and it had always been a big problem to the Chinese Communists as the

government had limited employment opportunities to offer. Regarding to the rural

unemployment, the government did not consider it very much.  “The Chinese Communists

have ignored the latter although realization that the rural unemployment will be supported by

their families, that such unemployment is mainly seasonal, and that the marginal productivity

of labor in agriculture is seldom zero – all these factors make the Chinese government less

troubled about unemployment in the country than in the town.”60

This employment system was no longer suitable for the market economy, and has become a

major hurdle to economic development in China. In the mid-1990s, the reforms were finally

put into force. The state-run enterprises laid off millions of low paid lifetime jobs in order to

make those businesses profitable for the government. Meanwhile a job-creation program was

implied. The purpose of this program was to turn laid-off workers into farmers by

encouraging unemployed people to develop uncultivated land. "Going to the countryside to

open up new land is going to become a new path of employment for laid-off and unemployed

people in Beijing," the state-run Xinhua News Agency said.61
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60 Audrey Donnithorne, 1967
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In Beijing the laid-off workers was more than 200,000 in 1997 and 157,000 in 1998.62 There

were18 million urban Chinese unemployed by the year 1999, the highest number since the

Communist Revolution in 1949.63 According to the office of the US Trade Representative, 35

million urban workers laid off since 1995, about 8 million workers a year are going to be laid

off by the state-run enterprises in the next five years, and by 2005 30 million urban workers

will be laid off. So far, there are 150 million rural unemployed labors, and 50 million are

tending to migrate to the big cities by 2005.64

“It is estimated that for 1999, China's unemployment rate will reach 3.5% and by 2000, 3.7%.

The registered unemployed population will be 6.7m by 1999 and 7.1m by 2000 according to

these estimates. By the end of 1999, the number of laid-off workers is predicted to be 6.5m,

and 6m by the end of 2000. If the number of registered unemployed population and laid-off

workers are totaled, the unemployment rate would be 5.97% in 1999 and 5.7% in 2000. Based

on the current capacity of China's urban unemployment insurance system, for 1999, 10.9m

unemployed people and 6.15m laid-off workers can be covered; in 2000, 2.53m unemployed

people and 5.81m laid-off workers can be supported. Thus the unemployment insurance

system will be able to cover all that need it in 1999, but not in 2000.”65

Under these pressures, the Chinese government has to seek ways to stabilize the labor market,

and generate new jobs for these people before they go on to the streets and protest. One of the

major changes is to build a new welfare system, and to slowly replace the Hukou system with

a unified national social security system. This will make it easier for both rural migration and

urban labour to move freely, and claim social benefit where they work and live. “In recent

years, mass rural migration and the government’s increasingly positive attitude to labour

mobility has led to the reform, relaxation and disregard of Hukou regulations”.66 Since 1990s

the government began to encourage migrant worker to establish private business in the big

cities, and their children could also begin school like all other urban children, if they can

afford the tuition.
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All these migrant policies has led the migrant workers became more established in big cities,

some of them are doing better jobs or running successful business. In Beijing, there is a

saying “Rural workers come here to look for gold, and they become rich”. In Chongqing, 70%

of small businessmen, and 60% of workers undertaking retraining and evening classes are

rural migrants. Besides, the State Development Planning commission expects about 46

million rural workers to enter the urban labor force in the next five years.67

Today the state-run enterprises are not the only organization that provides jobs for the urban

workers. The private enterprises, which are running successful business, are occupying bigger

labor market. They are creating new employment opportunities for the urban workers.

Meanwhile the government has also become more open and more tolerant about the private

enterprises. Last year President Jiang Zemin suggested private entrepreneurs should be able to

join the Chinese Communist Party in one of his speech.

5.3 EMPIRICAL STUDY ON THE NATIONAL LEVEL

5.3.1 China Legal Changes to Meet WTO requirements

In order to meet WTO requirements, China has made enormous legal changes, and is

continuing to make legislative efforts connected to China’s laws, foreign trade policy and

investment. All these changes and efforts has significantly contributed to China’s anticipated

entry into the World Trade Organization. Followings give a summary of several of these items

that have been made by the Chinese government.

5.3.1.1 Rep Offices of Foreign Law Firms

The Regulations for Administration of Representative Offices in China of Foreign Law Firms

were promulgated on December 22, 2001 and came into force on January 1, 2002. The

Regulations set forth the new rules that apply to the establishment of foreign law firms.
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Foreign law firms are prohibited from engaging in legal service activities in China.

Representative offices and their representatives are only engage in the activities listed in the

Regulations, and they are not allowed to handle Chinese legal matters. They may provide

relative information concerning the impact of China’s legal environment.

Representatives must have practiced for at least two years outside of China. The chief

representative must have practiced for at least three years outside of China. Representatives

must reside in China at least six months in each year.

Establishment of representative offices by law firms from Hong Kong, Macao or Taiwan is

not permitted. There are separate measures for representative offices of law firms from those

areas.68

5.3.1.2 Foreign Investment in Telecommunications

The Regulations for Administration of Foreign-Invested Telecommunications Enterprises

were promulgated by the State Council, and came into force on January 1, 2002.

A foreign-invested telecommunications enterprise must provide telecommunication services,

which is fixed by the State Council department in charge of the information industry. A

foreign-invested telecommunications enterprise, which provides basic telecommunications

services other than wireless paging services may not have its share of the capital exceed 49%.

A foreign-invested telecommunications enterprise that provides value-added

telecommunications services or wireless paging services may not have its share of the capital

exceed 50%.

For basic telecommunications services, the minimum registered capital is RMB 2,000 million.

For value-added telecommunications services, the minimum registered capital is RMB 10

million.69
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5.3.1.3 Foreign-Invested Employment Agencies

The Provisional Regulations on Administration of the Establishment of Chinese-Foreign Joint

Equity, and Chinese-Foreign Cooperative, Employment Agencies were adopted by the

Ministry of Labor and Social Security were promulgated by the Ministry of Labor and Social

Security and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce. They came into force on

December 1, 2001.

With approval of the labor and social security department of the provincial-level people’s

government, a Chinese-foreign joint equity employment agency may be established.

The foreign investor must have a registered capital of at least US$ 300,000. It must be an

experienced legal person with the development of job introduction services in its country of

registration, and will carry legal job introduction services inside China. It must also have a

good reputation, and have reducing the Chinese unemployment rate as purpose. The Chinese-

foreign joint equity employment agency or the Chinese foreign cooperative employment

agency, which intended to be established, must have at least three or more full-time staff with

job introduction qualifications.

Wholly foreign-owned employment agencies are prohibited.70

5.3.1.4 Foreign Investment in Movie Theaters

On October 25, 2000 the Provisional Regulations on Foreign-Invested Movie Theaters, which

were promulgated by the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television, the Ministry of

Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation and the Ministry of Culture came into force.

The Regulations are regarding to the establishment of Chinese-foreign equity joint ventures

and Chinese-foreign cooperative joint ventures inside China. With the principles of equality

and mutual benefit, foreign-Invested Movie Theaters must meet the requirements in order to
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operate and carry on the business of building movie theaters and showing movies. One of the

requirements is a minimum registered capital of RMB 10 million. In Chinese-foreign equity

joint venture movie theaters, the Chinese Joint Venture Party’s investment share in the

registered capital can not be less than 51%, and the Chinese Joint Venture Party must hold the

principal rights of operation.

The wholly foreign-owned investment form may not be used to establish movie theaters.71

5.3.1.5 Foreign-Invested Insurance Companies

The Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on Administration of Foreign-Invested

Insurance Companies were promulgated on December 12, 2001 and came into force on

February 1, 2002.

The minimum registered capital for an insurance equity joint venture and a wholly foreign-

owned insurance company is RMB 200 million, and must be actually paid in. The capital

contribution of the foreign insurance company must be made using a freely convertible

currency.

A foreign insurance company must have at least 30 years of experience in carrying on

insurance business when it applies to the establishment of a foreign-invested insurance

company in China. The company must have year-end assets for the year preceding the

application of at least US$ 5 billion.

The Regulations do not draw the specific geographic areas in which foreign-invested

insurance companies are permitted to operate or the permitted foreign investment ratios for

foreign-invested insurance companies. 72
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5.3.2 Relation to Taiwan

Finally after 12 years long quest, Taiwan formally joined the World Trade Organization on

Tuesday, November 11, 2001, one day after trade ministers in Qatar voted to admit China.

Following Beijing’s wish, Taiwan was accepted by WTO as a “separate customs territory”

instead of an independent country. Taiwan's membership came three weeks after China's

formal induction into the WTO, and Taiwan became the 144th member of the WTO, which

was after China’s 143th member.

"Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu used to be the anti-communist fortress in the Cold War

era, but the time of confrontation has long gone," Taiwanese President Chen Shui-bian said,

who pledged greater cooperation with mainland China. According to Reuters news agency.

"The Republic of China is willing to engage in constructive cooperation and play a more

active role in the international community in the new century," Chen said. "This marks a

significant milestone," Chen also hailed the newly won membership of both China and

Taiwan and said he hoped the event would usher in benefits for both.73

Investment from Taiwan began to slowly come into mainland74 since Deng’s open-door

policy, and it has been growing quickly. Many Taiwanese would like to relocate their

factories from Taiwan to China, where labor costs and land are much cheaper. Until the end

of 1999, Taiwan’s investors had funded more than 43,500 projects on the mainland, which

was worth more than $43.8 billion.75 The relocation of factories from Taiwan to China has put

a lot of people out of work in Taiwan. The current unemployment rate in Taiwan is around 5.3

percent, which is already near a record. According to the Taiwan Institute of Economic

Research, it will rise up to around 5,5 percent.76

According to preliminary official figures, Taiwan was the second-worst economy in Asia in

2001, and it was expected to have shrunk around 2 percent, and China, on the other side, was

the best-performing economy in Asia with a gross domestic product growth in 7.3 percent in
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2001.77 The rising joblessness and the falling economic growth in Taiwan enforced the

government to have a closer relationship to China, which may provide a solution to their

problem in the long run.

“Morgan Stanley economist Andy Xie argued that Taiwan faces a tough time in the years

ahead, with its manufacturing needing to move to China to stay competitive but with little in

the way of an advantage in services to compensate for the lost jobs. He wrote in a recent

report that WTO entry speeds up the need for wholesale changes in the way Taiwanese

business works. Xie believes. It will likely lead to a "China shock" for Taiwan, as jobs,

factories and investment capital move there.”78

At the end of last year, for the first time, science 1949 Taiwan allowed the Chinese living

overseas to come and visit Taiwan. But the doors are still not opened to the mainlanders yet.

That was a big change in Taiwan history, as lots of Chinese have relatives in Taiwan, which

they have not seen for five decades.

5.4 EMPIRICAL STUDY ON THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

5.4.1 Bilateral Agreement

Under the WTO rules, every existing WTO member has the right to negotiate and have a

bilateral deal with new applicants.  It simply means that China must reach bilateral deals with

all the existing 142 WTO members before it can be admitted. Three are two main bilateral

agreements has been reached during the course of China’s WTO accession negotiations. They

are the China- European Union WTO Agreement, and the China-US WTO Agreement.
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5.4.1.1 China- European Union WTO Agreement

The EU was the largest of six remaining WTO members to reach bilateral trade agreements

with China.  On June 20, 2001 China and European Union reached the groundbreaking WTO

trade deal, which paved the way for China’s entry into the World Trade Organization.  The

WTO deal allows 35% foreign ownership after WTO entry, and up to 49% in mobile phone

companies in three years after the start of membership. China awards seven licenses to

European insurers in the life and nor-life sectors. It allows European insurers to operate in

China free of any joint-venture restrictions five years after China’s WTO entry. Moreover

China lifts joint venture restrictions for foreign companies on large department stores and on

nearly all chain stores. China eases its state monopoly on imports of crude oil and oil

products. European carmakers can freely choose which vehicles they build. Regarding trade

duties, China cuts tariffs to between 8% and 10% on 150 leading European exports, such as

machinery, glass, textile, cosmetics, footwear, leather goods, wine and spirits.79

5.4.1.2 China-US WTO Agreement

The agreement between China and the US was reached in Shanghai on June 8, 2001, The

main on issues regarding to China’s anticipated entry into the World Trade Organization. The

new agreement covers the following matters.

• “China will be permitted to provide government support to its agricultural sector up to

an amount equaling 8.5% of the value of agricultural production.

• China will not claim the additional exemption permitted by the WTO Agreement on

Agriculture for government support for programs intended to encourage agricultural

and rural development for resource-poor farmers.

• China reaffirmed a commitment to forego all export subsidies for agriculture.

• Agreement was reached on a definition of “large scale commercial risk” policies,

which foreign insurers will be permitted to write.
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• Agreement was reached on a timetable to phase out the requirement of 20% cession to

the China Reinsurance Company.

• Agreement was reached on a definition of “statutory insurance” in which foreign

insurers will not be permitted to do business.

• The agreement clarifies the scope of the requirement that foreign investors will only

be allowed minority ownership of chain stores with more than 30 stores.

• The agreement addresses phased in trading rights for minority foreign-invested joint

ventures, majority foreign-invested joint ventures and wholly foreign-owned

enterprises.

• The agreement addresses trading rights for foreign enterprises and individuals.”80

5.4.2 Booming Foreign Investment

5 July 2001, WTO director General Mike Moore said “Every signal is positive that China’s

membership can be voted on when ministers from the 141 member nations meet in Qatar in

November”.81 A new wave of cash has been flowing into China since China made a major

breakthrough on its entry into the World Trade Organization. Toyota and Ericsson are the two

main examples.

The foreign automotive industry is one of the most important sources of foreign capital for

China. Many companies have been pouring money into China since China’s opening-up to the

world in 1970’s. Toyota Motor Corp. expects China to become its largest export destination

over the next few years, outstripping all other markets. Toyota president Fujio Cho described

China as the last and most promising hope for the automobile industry. He said that Toyota’s

further plan focusing on development of its own nationwide sales and aftersales network

cooperation with the local Tianjin Auto Group in China82

Tianjin Toyota Motor Co. is a 50/50 joint venture with Tianjin Automotive XiaLi Group.

Toyota vice present Kousuke Yamamoto said “ We expect individual demand in the Chinese
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market to grow dramatically for high-quality compacts like the ones we are going to be

making”. Toyota Group is one of the biggest foreign investor in China. The company is

currently operating 20 projects in China including an engine plant in Tianjing. The biggest is

a joint venture between TMC and Tianjin auto, which produced almost 102,000 Charade-

based cars in 1999. In 2000 Toyota won approval from the Chinese government for its US100

million plan of passenger car production in Tianjin, northern China, at an initial rate of 30,000

units per year.83

June 15 2001, Ericsson signed frame agreements with Jiangsu Mobile Communications Co.

Ltd., China Unicom Jiangsu Branch and China Telecom Group Jiangsu Corporation. The

agreements, which include equipment and services for GSM, CDMA and Multi-Service

Networks have a value at USD 850 million, and will last for three years. "The Jiangsu

Provincial Government highly appreciates Ericsson's outstanding achievements in the

development of the information industry in Jiangsu Province," said Mr. Hui Liang Yu, Party

Secretary, Jiangsu Province. "We have a strong confidence in Ericsson and that is why

Ericsson is chosen." "The signing of the frame agreements shows a continued strong

development for Ericsson in China and Asia," said Kurt Hellström, President & CEO,

Ericsson. "We are confident that the market will continue to develop in a positive way."84

December 11 2001, Ericsson signed another contract with Sichuan Mobile Communication

Company, China. This contract has a value at USD 143 million. It covers Ericsson’s

expansion of the Mobile Intelligence Network, and expansion of the GSM/GPRS network in

Sichuan Province. The expansion project will be completed in June 2002, raising the capacity

of the dual band network provided by Ericsson to 4.2 million subscribers.85 Ericsson exams

the Chinese market as its future, and is trying real hard taking the leadership role to control

Mobile and Broadband communications in internet telecommunications industry in China.
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5.4.3 Competitive Threat

“If India is to successfully compete with Chinese goods, it needs to reform its labor laws and

infrastructure in order to attract foreign direct investment”, Dr Rajesh Chada, an economist at

the national council for Applied Economic Research, told the BBC’s World Business Report.

He maintains that China’s chances of export success are linked to the level of investment the

country attracts. India was facing the competitive threat from China even before China’s

WTO entry. China’s inward investment was ten times higher than India attracted, and India

has always had difficulties to attract more foreign direct investment. China’s recent entry into

the World Trade Organization made it even more difficult for India to compete with China.

This big threat has highlighted India’s need for reform. “India has to go a long way in its

domestic reforms”, said Dr Chada. He believes that those reforms will improve India’s

competitive position in the Asia market, and be crucial in attracting more foreign direct

investment.86

India is not the only country in Asia facing China WTO threat. Only a few years ago, South

East Asia was sucking in more foreign direct investment87 than China. This year China is on

track to attract three times more FDI than its neighbors to the South. Asian countries are

facing coming disastrous consequences after China joined the WTO. Because China will have

fast increased access to lucrative global market, which will provide much more export

channel for Chinese goods. And it will make China very competitive as an exporter to

industrialized countries. China has a much cheaper product cost in many areas such as textiles

and foot product; this will lead that Chinese good will capture Western markets from other

Asian countries. So far, China is already overtaking Japan as the largest exporter to the Unite

States.

The increasing foreign investment in China is concerned as another competitive threat.  A lot

of industrial countries have negotiated a wide range of deals opening Chinese markets in

agriculture, telecom, financial services and other investment areas. The big population and the

rising unemployment rate drive down the labor cost in China and this make the material cost
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also much cheaper compared with other competitive Asian countries. Low labor cost and low

material cost is in all the investors’ interests, and they will probably examine China as the first

absolute choice for their investment, or move their factories and business into China from

other Asian countries.
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6 ANALYSIS

"We should deepen the reform, increase our opening up and take a more positive attitude to

the outside world at this new starting point.  Efforts must be made to adapt to economic

globalization, and to continue to push forward all-round, high-level, and wide-range opening

up and provide powerful drive for the economic development of our country. International

cooperation and exchange on the economy and technology have become more important for

the economic development of every country. China must establish an efficient system and

mechanism, create a favorable economic and social environment for opening up to the

outside world, which is very important for cooperation”

                   Chinese President Jiang Zemin 2002-02-26 06:01:1288

China's entry into the World Trade Organization is a historic step in the country's process of

reform, and it marks a new phase in China's opening up to the outside world. It will encourage

China to move in the direction of meeting the demands of the Chinese people for openness,

modernization, and healthy development of the national economy. Moreover, it will also

contribute to other countries’ economic social, scientific, intellectual, and political life.

6.1 ECONOMICS

6.1.1 Benefits to the Chinese Economy

6.1.1.1 Benefits to the China’s Economic Reforms

China embarked on economic reforms in 1978. Since that time, China began to move away

from a rigid centrally planned economy to a series of western market economy. With the
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adoption of a ”social market economy”, the reform process has made dramatic approaches in

all economic sectors. In the early nineties, China became the leading exporter to the world,

and was the largest and fastest growing market for most products. To enter WTO was a

crucial part of the economic reforms, which China has been driven hard for 15 years. This

WTO membership is sending a very clear signal to the world that China will safeguard these

achievements, continue to reform its economy and to build the economic modernization in the

21st century.

China’s accession to the WTO is shaking the root of the old planned economy. Left over such

as economic restrictions, bureaucratic organization structures from the old planned economy

are being wiped out by the China’s WTO agreements. China’s entry provides a significant

boost to China’s economic reforms, and makes China move really close the western market

economy. That has created a dynamic economic pressure, which will lead to quicker progress

in modernizing China's economy. Under the WTO rules, China will carry out new trading

system to push economic reforms forward and build economic openness, innovation and

competition. The new goal of the China’s economic reforms is to make its markets healthy

and ready for global competition.

The initial installment of the economic reforms was highly selective. The Chinese government

has been concentrating on economic development in special economic areas and big cities.

They proceeded quickly in these areas and posed effective economic approaches. However,

some of the poor regions in northwestern part such as Xinjiang, Menggu and Qinghai were

not involved in the economic reforms, which are in deep economic crises now. The Chinese

government admits that parts of its economy are in chaos with rampant corruption, and it has

become an urgent task to bring order to the economy in these areas. China’s entry into the

WTO forces the government to develop a security-based strategy for these areas. They have to

make a progress in economic development in a reasonable short time in order to keep the

stable, predictable and consistent environment within which the Chinese government can

continue its reforms. Otherwise, these people will go on street and rebel against the reformist

leaders. The extreme uncertainty could lead chaos in political environment, which may bring

big problem to the country’s reform programs and destroy China’s political imagine in the

World Trade Organization.
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6.1.1.2 Benefits to China’s Economic Growth

Foreign Investment and Export

International participation in China’s economic development has played an important roll

since Deng’s open-door policy. China has become the biggest single destination for foreign

investment of any developing country. According to the WTO agreement, China will

implement new favorable rules to attract more foreign investment. That presents an interesting

and challenging opportunity to the foreign investors, and they will put in more capital and

resources China. That should boost foreign investment in China and speed up the process of

economic reform. These events will have significant impacts on economic development in the

future. The older foreign investment will tend to drive an aggressive control over their

business in order to maintain their market share, and try to take advantages of being the early

entrants. The new foreign investment will bring in advanced technologies and competitive

management to capture attentions on the Chinese market. Potential threat and competition will

be extremely high among the foreign investors. These international enterprises will

contributed an increasing share to China’s annual national product and bring a rapid economic

growth.

Exports are the leading sector of China’s economic growth. In the past 30 years, the Chinese

economy has grown rapidly as the country embraced foreign trade and investment. China is

now the world’s ninth-largest exporter and also its economy has become more export-

oriented. The China’s WTO agreement maintains simple, short, and direct export tax laws,

which can accelerate China’s export. Other WTO members, including the United States

would desire to build a more stable trade relation with China. That will strengthen China’s

leading position in the world trading system, which gains confidence for China’s future. Once

China proves its important role in the World Trade Organization, the emergence, as an

economic giant will become increasingly apparent. That will give China non-discriminatory

access to markets around world. In the long term, China’s export increase direct links with the

international community, which can only bring more opportunities for China.
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Services Market

China’s services market has never been opened to the world until China became a member of

the WTO. The main concern is that the Chinese government was fear to lose control over its

economic sectors. In the terms of market access commitments, opening up of China’s services

market is the major issue that has been reached between China and all other WTO members.

China agreed that in the coming few years, the government would lower its import tariffs and

open up once highly protected service sectors. Telecommunications, banking and insurance

are three of the sectors, which have direct influence on China’s economic growth. Western

companies will be free to set up joint ventures in these sensitive areas as far as the foreign

investors ensure that their investment continues to benefit the Chinese people, and acting as a

spur for economic growth. China will benefit from the opening up of the services market and

have financial gains, technology gains, and risk reduction of the investment environment as

economic returns.

Banking – Financial Gains

When foreign banks begin to operate their business in China, they bring in the western

banking system, which is based on market economy. China has had a totally different

financial system that was built by the former communist party to match the central planned

economy. Foreign banks will indicate a clear way to the transition of China’s banking system

from one based on communism to one based on a more market-capitalist model. This can be

examined as an evolution of China’s banking system, which could be very risky for China. If

China can manage to arrange the transition process in the right time and the right way,

China’s economy and financial system will be modernized deep from the root, which means

China will have a truly free open market. On the contrary, if China failed, it could cause

inflation and unstable economic activities.

Telecommunications – Technology Gains

In bilateral negotiations, China joined the International Technology Agreement, and made

substantial offers to reduce tariff barriers across a wide range of Telecom & Information

Technology Services. The China WTO agreement will enable IT services including internet
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sector to be provided in China by foreign enterprises. That is a historic step in the China

modern history, because for the first time, the outside China information is brought in

officially by the non state-owned enterprises. The communications between China and the

world are no longer limited inside the few narrow channels, which have been aggressively

restricted by the government for years. The Telecom & Information Technology Services will

lead to a fast increasing high-technology imports and contribute a lot in providing advanced

and efficient communication channels. These approaches can accelerate new product

development and manufacturing processes.

Insurance - Risk Reduction in the Investment Environment

China has always been examined as a large-scale risk nationwide among the developing

countries. It is considered to be risky to invest in China because of the economic and political

uncertainties. Insurance service is a very new investment in China, which carries a

challenging task to create a safer investment environment in China. The nature of host

environment dimensions such as complexity, dynamism, and hostility has a strong and

sustainable influence over the choice of the foreign investment. Foreign country’s insurance

business will reduce risk, easy complexity, and create dynamism and hostility in China. These

achievements can easily create motivation for the investors. They will feel right to put their

money in China and sleep well too.

6.1.1.3 Benefits to the Chinese People

Benefits to the Chinese Consumers

In the coming few years, Chinese consumers, as they have wished, are likely to see many

more good products entering the Chinese market, and at much lower prices. Hospital care and

pension system are two big white elephants in China. The government has difficulties to make

a comprehensive management system for such a big population, and a lot of Chinese people

especially old people can not afford to go to hospital. Foreign companies’ insurance service

will provide Chinese consumers a trustable health and pension line of insurance with a

reasonable price. Banking services will enable Chinese consumers have access to the foreign
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currency. China’s WTO agreement will also allow 100% foreign-owned travel agencies open

their travel and tourism services in China. Various Chinese people will show interest in these

new products. They realize that the price differences between domestic and imported products

are very small and they have possibilities to get a better product at a reasonable price. The

Chinese consumers’ purchasing power will grow rapidly. A stable pricing system reflecting

supply and demand of individual consumers and foreign businesses can be maintained, and

that will give a positive effect on China’s economic growth.

Benefits to the Labor Market

Foreign investment will have much better flexible control over their business after China’s

accession to the WTO. Free human resources management is one of the major changes.

Foreign investor will be allowed to employ local work force without the Chinese

government’s interference. New waves of the foreign investment have a great impact upon

China’s HRM. They can create lots of various employment opportunities for both rural and

urban labor. Meanwhile, in order to narrow the gap between the Western management system

and the shortage of qualification of the local work labor, the foreign companies will offer

training opportunities and examination assessment to improve Chinese workers understanding

of modern management concept and methods. These well-educated managers, workers are

inspired to give their best, and tap their full potential in the foreign companies. With these

series of changes in employment, the labor force can be located in a efficient way, and assure

the most productive use of resources.

6.1.2 Benefits to the World Economy

The world faces two problems – peace and development. Concerning the development

problems – China possesses one-fifth of the world’s population. So if China, with more than

one billion in population, stays poor and backward, it will be a white elephant not only for

China but also for the world.89
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China’s WTO membership will lead the full opening of the Chinese market with its 1.2 billion

people. This approach will provide increased opportunities for Western businesses, and

creates new dynamics in the world economy. A western set of information will be allowed to

influence the Chinese market, and tending to be flexible.  The foreign investors are going to

be able to increase control over their investment by pursuing a variety of strategies. The China

WTO agreements will provide them new opportunities to operate technology-intensive,

capital-intensive, and service-intensive industry China. The Chinese market will be

recognized as a major participant in the international business, and help to strengthen the

global trading system and expand world economic growth.

"As long as our market is open to the outside, the more economic growth we have and the

better for the world," China's trade negotiator Long Yongtu said.90

China has already become the world’s second capital-absorbing country, right behind the

Unite State. China’s accession to the World Trade Organization will strengthen its economic

position and give significant benefits to the world economy in the long run. Many economists

argue that if countries specialize in areas of trade where they are most efficient in doing

business with China, then overall the world economy will benefit.  In general, increased

trading and capital investment can shape a large-scale movement of export-oriented and

labor-intensive industry in many countries. That will create new jobs and reduce

unemployment in these countries.

6.1.2.1 Benefits to Industrial

High Tech

China as the largely closed market to telecommunications industry, now finally opened its

door to the high electronic technology - 1.2 billion Chinese people will have access to the

modern telecommunications products. That presents an extraordinary opportunity to compete

in telecommunications industry. China is one of the fastest growing and largest economies in
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the world, which is creating a fast increasing demand for advanced technologies and new

knowledge. These will provide a telecommunications environment for a very hard

competition among many developed countries, which want to establish their business in

China. China’s accession to the WTO will stimulate the development of telecommunications

products, and bring in a wider selection of these products with lower prices to the Chinese

marketplace.

The world telecommunications industry will benefit from the increased demand of

telecommunications products. Industry sales growth will be a key component of the China

market’s attractiveness, because of the big population and the expected increasing purchasing

power in China. Most of the world leading telecommunications companies such as Erisson,

Nokia will view Chinese customers as the most potential customers, and their high technology

manufacturers’ profitability will also very much depend on the big demand from China. They

have to implement very competitive global strategies for the China market in order to capture

market share among hundreds of the competitors. If the foreign investment can offer different

packages of telecommunications services with big quantity and good quality that matches the

Chinese consumers’ request, they will be able to reach their financial benefits in both the

short and long run.

Retail

Retail is one of the key benefits to the world industrial of China’s accession to the WTO.

Significant changes have occurred in the relative bargaining power structure, which led to a

reasonable bargaining power balance between the international investors and the China

government. The new favorable taxation policies and other preferential agreement will enable

foreign companies to build their own distribution chains in China without local government

interference, especially in the more developed regions. This means that foreign business will

be free from the Chinese state-owned middlemen for distribution services. Independently

control over the distribution chain will let imported products flow into the China market, and

allow foreign companies to place their products on store shelves in China. Benefiting from the

distribution chains, international firms can easily create distribution networks, which make the

companies to perform their own independent marketing, after-sales service, maintenance and

repair services, and customer support.
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The distribution chains will broaden the overall coordination structure between China and the

world, and be used as a scale of operation to transfer qualified services to the Chinese people.

Delivery of the open services ensure that foreign companies can send real Made-In-USA or

Made-In-Europe products to the Chinese consumers, but not products made by local

subsidiaries. Of course, the increased flexibility and mobility will help the international firms

to complete a high-asset-intensity industry in China, which can reduce the product cost, and

are likely to have high profitability. As a result, the quality and quantity of retail in China will

be improved and increased. China’s entry into the WTO and the WTO agreements will make

an ever changing in the investment environment in China, which tend to be long-term

oriented.  Foreign managers will have a better confidence about the new market conditions in

China, and commit a great deal of investing capital and other distinctive resources in China.

The profit earned in China will be new and stable financial resources to support their home

business, and reinvest in capital and technology, and position the firms’ unique competence in

the global market.

Services

Service is a relatively new concept in China, and it is imported from the Western world in

1990s. Chinese people understand service in the term of invisible products, which provide a

steady and quick flow of information to the society. This understanding have drawn a fussy

picture of service in the Chinese eyes. But the Chinese have never had a real access to the

Western services. China’s entry opened the door for Western service industries, and they can

begin to operate for their new customers - 1.2 billion Chinese people, which is one of the

world’s most important, and until now, most restricted market in service industries. WTO

agreements have phased out many restrictions on foreign service industry investment in

implementation of a wide ranged services such as Telecom & Information Technology

Services, Insurance, Banking, Securities, Travel & Tourism, Audiovisual, and other

Professional Services.

Telecom & Information Technology Services is a sensitive business sector. Every year

hundreds of IT companies in the world go bankrupt because of the tuff competition in the

limited market share. The China WTO agreement have opened one of the world’s largest

market of Telecom & Information Technology Services. It allows IT business including
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Internet sector to be provided in China by foreign enterprises. That will help to create a strong

motivation for many IT companies to attain ambitious goals - they will have the need to grow,

especially in the area of production capacity and production facilities. New wave of

investment in IT will arise, and new IT companies will be established worldwide. They want

to take advantages of the big market, and approach their financial goals. These could lead to a

further IT expansion in the world.

Manufacturers

The imported manufactured products have always been at least double price of the Made-In-

China products because of the high industrial tariffs, but the Chinese consumers, and even the

local industrial buyers continue to prefer foreign goods even when the choice appears

irrational. The trustable quality and the advanced technology of the foreign products are the

factors influencing the Chinese consumer behaviors. Most of the countries’ exports to China

are manufactured products, and these countries’ manufacturers have employed a significantly

large local work force in their factories.

The China WTO Agreement will cut industrial tariffs by 62 percent and eliminate all import

quotas by 2005, which means that foreign products will be able to compete with the local

products at the same price level, but with a much high quality.91 Foreign products could

become the only choice for most the Chinese consumers in the short run. That will increase

tremendous opportunities for the foreign manufacturers and their worker. These

manufacturing firms will be endeavored to absorb and make full use of the advantages. They

may consider building bigger factories and export as many as they can to China. The

expansion of the exports will help these countries to create employment, and more important,

to stimulate their economy to some degree.

6.1.2.2 Benefits to Agriculture

Industrial countries have negotiated a wide range of deals opening Chinese markets in

agriculture. Under the WTO rules, China has given favorable benefits to many industrial
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countries concerning setting of common goals for agriculture. China’s participation in the

World Trade Organization will result in significantly increased agricultural exports to China.

Furthermore, China’s projected 7-percent annual GDP growth will likely demand for much

different kind of agriculture products, especially the Western dairy products such as cheese,

snack foods, and win.  That is very welcome news to farmers that are relies heavily on

overseas market, and struggling after farm economy.

As part of its commitments to the World Trade Organization when it joined the WTO, China

has committed to reduce the import tariff on Value Added Tax on feed peas from the current

17 per cent to 13 per cent.92 This movement will provide many countries with more equitable

access to the Chinese marketplace and, they will have a relatively stable agriculture market in

the future. That will give strong support to farm economy, and many countries can develop an

action plan that can actively help the local agriculture meet the challenges, boost their sales

abroad, and achieve decent wages. If 1.2 billion Chinese people have completely access to the

foreign agriculture products, the world farm economy will tend to depend on the China

agriculture market in the long run. The Chinese consumers’ behaviors will have a direct

influence on the international agricultural policy, and growth of the world farm economy.

6.2 POLITICS

6.2.1 Influence on Chinese Politic

6.2.1.1 Chinese Political Development

China's entry into the WTO brings political benefits to China beyond the expected economic

benefits. Considering the potential of the new age of economic growth after China’s accession

to the WTO, the Chinese government aware of that they have to strengthen the rule of law and

introduce certain civil reforms. An open, law-based Chinese economy with flexibility and

adaptability in a clear set of rules is the fundamental for future success. China promulgated a
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set of new laws before China entered the WTO. These new laws appear bringing a democratic

political structure to the country, which matches the needs of market economy.    These

progresses will bring the following benefits to the development of China’s politic:

• Stabilize China’s political environment.

• Chinese people gain confidence in Chinese government.

• Foreign investors gain confidence in Chinese politic.

• Create a transparent system of laws and regulations.

• Give legal protection of property rights.

• Bring democracy to the country.

• Increase the likelihood that the rule of law in China will play by global rules.

• The world will show larger interest in bringing China into international agreements.

In China Guanxi completely substitute a legal system, which represents a major problem area

related to the Chinese political development. For more than 2000 years, the Chinese society

has stressed the importance of Guanxi, and Guanxi is considered as the most important

Chinese social behaviors deeply corroded the Chinese society. China’s WTO membership

forced China to promulgate democratic rule of law, which could stop networking of Guanxi

extending further. In many aspects, new laws may also build an open political environment

and provide a new market mechanism for conducting global business. It is not likely that

Guanxi disappears from the Chinese society, as it has its long history. But the networks of

Guanxi could be confined in a limited area by the new rule of law.

As mentioned earlier, Hukou system will totally be scrapped within five years after China’s

accession to the WTO. China’s current separated urban-rural control system is the leftover of

the old political structure, and is no longer compatible with the market economy. Scrapping

the Hukou system will increase positive attitude to labor mobility and create a free labor

market. Rural labour will be free to move and settle down anywhere they like. They will be no

longer considered as less civilized and held responsible for increasing floating population of

illegal migrants. Urban labor’s privileges in welfare benefits, medical care and schooling will

disappear. They will have the same right as the rural labor.
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That is a historic step since People’s Republic of China was funded, because for the first time,

everyone will be treated equally disregarding wherever he comes from. Scrapping of Hukou

will stabilize the labor market, bring laws in line, and the most important, contribute to the

democracy in China’s modern society. While scrapping of Hukou have to be done slowly and

carefully, especially in the biggest cities and in politically sensitive areas like Beijing and

Shanghai. It will cause chaos if the government takes away all kinds of control and let all the

rural labors move to the cities without any restrictions. In the coming short term, there will

still be some necessary restrictions to maintain control over labor mobility.

6.2.1.2 Relation to Taiwan

Taiwan’s joining to the WTO may be seen as a political move more than an economic one.

There has been a big gap in politic between Taiwan and China for more than 50 years.

Taiwan’s accession to the WTO means that both Taiwan and China will have to open their

markets to other WTO members, and under the force of WTO rules, they must play the same

trade rules evenly. That will create fair business links between Taiwan and China, which will

also make the political gap smaller. Taiwan’s accession means increased trade and economic

cooperation with China. In many ways, both Taiwan and China have to apply more open

political policies if they want a good long term trading relationship with each other. On the

business front, China is one of the fastest growing economies in the world, and its WTO

membership will likely cause pain for Taiwan, as many Taiwanese companies move to China

for a higher profit. It seems that the Taiwanese economy is getting more dependable on the

Chinese economy. This, as a result, will force the Taiwanese government to build a easy

political relationship with China.

6.2.1.3 Relation to Hongkong

“One country, two system”, that is big challenge for both Hongkong and China. Hongkong,

with an area of 400 square miles and a population of 6.2 million was under British rule for

over a century. How could Hongkong manage to operate its democracy and its market

economy under the communist roof, and what will happen after 50 years? These are central

questions, and nobody can give clear answers yet. China’s entry into the WTO may have
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indicated a possible way for Hongkong’s future and the political relationship between

Hongkong and China. It is very difficult to say that the whole country will have one political

system after 50 years, but it is unlikely that the Chinese government takes away the

democracy and the free market economy from Hongkong. While there is one thing that can be

sure - under WTO rules, China will be more open, more democratic and more international.

These will make China move closer to Hongkong, and there will be more political and

economic similarities between Hongkong and China.

6.2.2 Influence on the World’s Politics

6.2.2.1 China as a Member of the WTO Community

Historically, China has never been considered playing leadership role on economic and

political issues by the world, although this country has more than one fifth of the world

population. This image of China has been changing since China’s market-oriented reform and

the extraordinary economic performance reached certain level of development. China has

been receiving more and more economic and political attention from the world. China’s

recent entry into the WTO established its role on the international political stage. It seems

very reasonable to believe that China’s political leadership role may evolve if the current

economic growth rates continue well after China’s accession to the WTO.

"Of course China is going to be very competitive, but having China competitive under rules,

under a binding dispute mechanism, is, I would have thought, in the whole world's interests,"

said Mike Moore, the head of the WTO. Like all other WTO members, China has

responsibilities to deliver on its commitments, and the whole world probably will keep an eye

on China to assure that China's commitments will be implemented correctly and faithfully.

They are trying to make influence on China, and to make suggestions on how to proceed in

securing implementation of China's commitments. This would be a big pressure for China.

China has to know how to play its political role and act as a responsible Member of the WTO.
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6.2.2.2 Developing Giant

The world economy is controlled under the big industrialized nations like US, the EU, Canada

and Japan. The United States is the leader of the world economic system, a system based on

the interest of the United State, and sometimes operated in unfair ways. If the Unite State

reacts to economic uncertainty with protection, its model will surely be followed by other

nations. For years, the United States has had a dominant political position that it has long

championed. Developing countries and other poor nations’ wishes are not always reflected on

the world economic plan, as it should be. China’s entry into the WTO brings in 1.3 billion

people’s wishes into the world economic development. China, as the world’s largest

developing country could become a significant new player in world trade negotiations.

As discussed earlier, China’s influence on the world politics will increase. As a result, China

may readdress the political power in the WTO away from the big industrialized nations as

well as balance the economic interests between the developing and the industrialized

countries. Chinese Trade Minister Shi Guangsheng said his country supported a new round of

trade negotiations "on the basis of full consideration of the interests and reasonable requests

of developing countries." China put the WTO on notice that the world economy development

could only succeed if it addressed the gap between rich and poor nations, and ensure that all

countries will gain from the World Trade Organization. In the long run, China will become

highly integrated with the other Asia-Pacific countries, and China’s political influence will

lead the group of developing countries. China could also protect other developing countries

from industrialized nations’ economic and political attacks, and readdress the political power

balance in the world. China’s accession to the WTO will be favorable for Asia and the

world’s political development.

6.2.2.3 Contribution to the World Peace

As mentioned earlier, the world faces two problems – peace and development. From a

political point of view, peace is the fundamental condition for economic development.

China’s entry into the WTO may be viewed as an important political move for the world.
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China now stands firmly with the WTO and other international institutions like United

Nations, together, they will design to promote a economic prosperity, financial security, and

the most important, a world peace. Currently, China representing 1.3 billion Chinese people is

playing an important role for stability and peace in the world’s politics. This power of China’s

role may be weak in the near future, but if China’s economy continues to grow at the current

rate, and are able to lead the whole Asia’s economic development, China will become a very

great power for world peace. By influencing on the legal framework for the international

trading system, China, under the WTO’s support, will contribute to the stability in

international political relations and the world peace.

“While China takes an independent peaceful foreign policy, it is most important for China

never to voice its supremacy and never to become a boss. Mr Deng Xiaoping supports this

policy and so do all we Chinese people.”93

The reasons for being strong and dominant on the world political stage are apparent, but the

purpose is not to play unfair rules for China’s interest, and push down weak nations. China is

a major economic and political force in Asia. Its economic and political policies will influence

the political environment in the world. There remain challenges for China in working out the

details of China’s future political activities and play a fail role for the world peace.

6.2.2.4 China – US

There have always been uncertainties concerning the relationship between China and the

United States. The Chinese people have never stopped asking about whether America is

sincere in building a long-term peaceful relation with China, and supporting China's economic

development. As China’s economic power is growing, so is the political power. Both Chinese

and American policy-makers are very well aware that they need to maintain good relations to

stabilize the world economy and political environment. The relation between China and the
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United States will be fundamental in creating hopes and opportunities for peoples around the

world.

China is calling for the establishment of a new world order that will ensure a long-term stable

and peaceful international environment, The more than 200 countries in the world and more

than six billion people should not and cannot be put under the control of one country or

group. A country's affairs should be handled by its own people and international issues

should be resolved through negotiations. The common wish is for the establishment of a just

and reasonable new political and economic order in the world, one that must first help create

a long-term peaceful environment for the development of all countries in the world. It must

also represent the common interests of all people and embody the development and progress

needs of the time. The basis of the new world order should be the five principles of peaceful

coexistence and other international norms. The five principles refer to mutual respect for

each nation's sovereignty and territorial integrity, mutual non-aggression, non-interference in

each other's internal affairs, equality and mutual benefits, and peaceful coexistence. Foreign

Ministry Spokeswoman Zhang Qiyue said in Beijing on June 10, 1999.94

China as Asia’s largest and fastest growing economy is acting on behalf of 1.3 billion

people,95 and American, since 1978, being the largest and most important capitalist country,

has always had a certain dominant political and economic power. These two countries are

representing two super powers in the world. Their relations will have direct influence on the

world economy, politics and peace.

China’s entry into the WTO means a lot for the Unite State, for example, U.S. estimates that

China's WTO accession would result in $2 billion annually in additional U.S. agricultural

exports by 2005.  That will be a welcome news for American farmers that are struggling after

farm economy, and also very much depended on the overseas market. The United States

imported $103 billion of goods from China last year, and U.S. export to China is over 14

billion each year. These have been a good support for American economy. Moreover, China’s
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WTO entry will also bring America benefits in other areas, especially in telecommunications

and financial services.

 "The China-WTO agreement is good for the United States, it's good for China, it's good for

the world economy," US ex-President Clinton said.96

China’s influence on American economy will bring a closer relation between these two

countries. Obviously, it indicates that both countries are prepared to co-operate on a wide

range of international issues in the future. Looking ahead, this will strengthen their peaceful

intentions in resolving the old political problems such as Tibet and Taiwan, and creating a

stable political environment for the world’s economic development.

6.3 GLOBALIZATION

"In this new age of globalization, China's leadership has decided to seek globalization's

benefits and accept its risks. The decision to join the World Trade Organization, and to

accept the disciplines and rules that lie at its heart, is the latest important step enabling

China to navigate globalization's currents," U.S. Trade Representative Robert B. Zoellick

said.97

There have been different types of globalization in human history. In our modern time many

people talk about this new millennium as an unprecedented age of globalization, which will

bring dramatic changes in communication, transportation, economic markets, and interaction

among peoples. The modern globalization is based on openness and liberty. China’s role in

the modern globalization is significant, as it occupies one fifth of the world population. The

world will not reach a real globalization until China is involved.
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Globalization is akin to a force of nature. It can sweep aside antiquated and dysfunctional

customs, institutions, and ways of thinking. It is not something that can be stopped by a

leader, or by a nation, without incurring unacceptable costs.98

China’s entry into the WTO accelerates the process of globalization. This is a historic moment

in China’s history, opening-up and the process of modernization. 1.3 billion Chinese people

will have better access to the world culture and greater scope to live their lives as they have

expected. China’s open up of the telecommunications market, including the Internet and

satellite service gives more freedom to the Chinese people to reach international information.

This approach will over time expose the Chinese people to quick information, new ideas and

different debated from around the world. There will be a new dynamic period of social

movements and ideas that can modernize the societies and changed lives. Chinese people will

become more mobile, prosperous, learn to look at the world from different perceptive and

aware of alternative ways of life.

China’s benefit from the WTO and the globalization is significant, of course, there will be

mutual benefits, China has much too show the world about the value of its old and splendid

dragon culture. Chinese culture is a very important part of the human history and civilization.

But the world has not had a real picture about China yet, and China has been understood as a

most extremely Asian and unwestern country, which is at the opposite ends of the earth.

China’s entry into the WTO will make it easier for other nations to reach China, and change

China’s image in foreigners’ eyes. The world will have a better understanding of Chinese

people and Chinese culture, both tangibly and intangibly. The culture distance between China

and the world will be shortened and globalization will be pushed one big step forward.

Globalization brings into closer proximity countries, cultures, and civilizations with little

previous experience with each other, with dramatic differences in how they see each other

and with the potential for both fruitful interaction and destructive misunderstanding.99
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Nonetheless, anything can be a force, and promote globalization throughout the world.

Globalization will be an invisible power that can narrow the gap in culture, economy, politics,

poor, rich, and different ethnic groups and all nations will gain from it.

6.4 WTO AND DOMESTIC FEARS

As China’s entry into the WTO will bring lots of positive consequences to China and the

world, most of the people are very optimistic about the prospect of the entry. They believe

that both the domestic and the international situation will provide a favorable environment for

China’s economic development. However, there are also negative consequences that can not

be ignored. Under the WTO rules, The restrictions on China’s capital and service markets will

eventually have to be lifted, and the booming foreign investment will capture a big share of

the Chinese market. It is acknowledged that China’s state-owned enterprises and some of the

private business is not directly comparable to the foreign investment. In order to survive and

compete with the foreign investment, the Chinese government will have to carry a reform plan

of the state-owned enterprises, which eventually results in a huge rise in unemployment.

The down side for China is that unemployment is already high, as millions of rural labors

have flooded into China’s cites since 1980’s, adding the pressures on jobs and

accommodation. The restructuring of industries will create a large surplus labor force, which,

if handled incorrectly, will affect the stability of society. Besides, the state-owned enterprises

are responsible for their employee’s welfare, ranging from medical care and housing. There

are a large number of workers are totally depending on the state-owned enterprises, which

cannot simply dismissed. Conflicts will turn up and social problems are emerged. The social

environment of the People’s Republic of China is being threatened by the rising

unemployment. Pressures for employment creation are big, and the government has to seek

ways to solve the problem, otherwise, the result could be widespread protests and social

unrest.

Uneven economic development in China is significant, in economically developed areas, such

as South China, and coastal areas, some people become extremely rich, while, many rural
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families are living under the minimal standard. China’s accession to the WTO appears to

expand gaps between rich and poor, and make the growing differences in levels of economic

development more prominent. This will bring certain social conflicts between the rich and the

poor, which will create ugly phenomena like increasing crime, drug dealing, violence, abuse

of the rich and market economy. It could be difficult for the Chinese government to treat these

problems properly as they don’t have enough experience. These phenomena will give bad

effect on the social stability, and if handled in the wrong way, could slow down China’s

economic development.

In order to ensure a stable development environment after China’s entry into the WTO, and

China’s reform moving forward smoothly, the government must handle these domestic fears

correctly. These states should focus on make full use of their resources to accelerate the

development of agriculture, and non-agricultural industries. The government need to adopt

advanced management system, set freer and relax control over government functions, ease the

burden of state-owned and central-organized enterprises, further develop labor-intensive

industry and reinforce a fair legal system. These activities will make state-owned sectors more

competitive, which will help the government to create a social security system and reform the

labor employment system. In addition, China should also further develop technology-

intensive and capital-intensive industry to improve its productivity and efficiency. It is also

important to re-educate non-qualified labor and establish an effective job-training system.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

When China awakens, the world will tremble.

                             Napoleon Bonaparte, 1817100

China is an old nation shaped by history. Around 1500, Europe overtook China as the world’s

most advanced civilization. For about 200 years ago, China was the world’s richest country

with the so-called tiger economy, and was well known for its tea, silk, and the brilliant

culture. China of two centuries ago was a dynamic period of social movements, a time of

economic integration, and openness to international business and foreign cultures. But that

didn’t last long. For about 100 years ago, foreign occupier came to China. They carved up

China into piece and robbed Chinese treasures. A weak and decrepit and old China was turned

upside-down by forces from abroad. Millions of Chinese protested and made bold statements

about China's freedom from foreign occupation and right to self-determination. China was

shaken to the roots by the government’s incapability, and the failure of reformists and

revolutionaries. That was an era of humiliation in Chinese history, and it indicated the end of

the tiger economy. From 1949, China was under the roof of communist. Ten years culture

revaluation hold China back without any economic development. Until 1978, Deng Xiaoping

carried out the open door policy and the economic reform, China once again is emerging as an

economic giant.

11 December 2001, China officially joins the WTO. That is a historic day in Chinese history.

The question is often-repeated, "How can the WTO claim to govern world trade while more

than one-fifth of the world’s population, the second largest national economy, and one of the

top ten trading nations, is excluded from its ranks?"101 China in the twenty-first century is

recognized as a major participant in international business and an emerging economic power.
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The World Bank expects that China will become the world’s largest economy early in this

century. World leading multinational companies will move into China aggressively, and a

significant proportion of foreign investment and revenues are going to be in China. In 2002, a

reforming China, now is much better positioned in the world economy in terms of not only its

political and economic influence, but also its much larger participant in world trade system,

international market, and in turn to help enrich others around the world. China revives to the

status of a major economic and political power in the world.

"As the world economy becomes vastly more complex and interconnected, China's

participation in it, according to the rules of international trade, has only become more

important for America, for Asia, and the world," American ex-president Clinton said.102

China's 15-year race to join the WTO may now be over, but its clear that for 1.3 billion

Chinese people, another domestic marathon is just about to begin. Looking ahead, China is

facing new challenges in this century. The huge population, the proportion of Chinese poor,

increasing unemployment, democracy and human right will be Beijing rulers’ main concern in

the economic and political development.  Like any other nations, China is neither good nor

evil. This country’s historical civilization and culture pattern have strong impact on its

process of modernization.   There is still a long way to go before China can successfully build

a modern economy, an open and tolerant society, a democratic political system, and a just

society.

Pacific Asia, old in history and culture, is relatively new in dynamic economic growth, but its

possibility of turning into the world’s economic powerhouse is greater than at any time in the

past. Whatever the shape of things to come, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) seems to

be one of the key variables that will shape the evolution of the regional economic and security

landscape in the coming decades. 103
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